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Questions about live~in advisors
postpone vote on 11-point plan
By Winifred Walsh
TNH Staff
Final voting on the Greek system's 11point plan has been delayed until next week.
Greek houses are waiting to find out if they
must hire a live-in advisor for their homes.
J. Gregg Sanborn proposed the 11-point
plan in the fall semester of 1990 as a way to
improve Greek life and Greek relations with
the administration and the community.
Dan DiBiasio, interim vice president for
Student Affairs, put the plan on hold in September because he said he wanted to review
the plan with members of the Greek system.
According to Greek leaders, all is go on
the 11-point plan except for the live-in advisor point.

"Everything else is OK," said Mike
Reardon, vice-president of Kappa Sigma
fraternity. "It's understandable that the community and the University should have certain conceqis."
Greekreaction tothelive-inadvisorpoint
is mixed, but most agree that the stipulation
will pass. Concerns in many of the houses
center around the necessity and financial aspects of hiring an advisor.
"We have a strong advisory system as it
is," said Mercer Meding, president of Delta
Chi fraternity. "We have a lot of responsible
people here, so the idea of an advisor was
preposterous to us."
The majority of the brothers at Delta Chi
were against the live-in advisor plan, he said.
11-points, page 2

Campaign trail swings t}Jrough UNH
Harkin outlines
plans to fund
education

Clinton offers
new college
loan plan

Brown says
the people
must unite

By Erin Farrell
TNH Staff

By Lynda Marshall
TNH Staff

By Sue Robinson
TNH Staff

Stu dents whose educations are paid for by the government
can work off their debts after graduation, according to Iowa
Senator Tom Harkin, a Democrat running for President.
In front of a crowd of about 100 people on Wednesday in
the Carroll-Belknap Room, Harkin called for college students
to challenge him and to invest in Amertea. In return they
would receive an education, he said.

Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton said if he
is elected he plans on investing in the country's future through
education.
Unfolding his campaign platform to about 100 people in
the MUB yesterday, the Governor of Arkansas said the
government shouldn't try to collect over $3 billion in loans.
Instead, a national service trust fund should be established
Clinton, page 3

Jerry Brown believes he can help people make changes
in the country.
Brown, former governor of California and a Democratic
presidential candi_date, repeated his campaign slogan, "We,
the People," to about 150 people in the Strafford Room last
Tuesday afternoon.
"As for who is going to make the changes and where, I

Harkin, page 3

Thirtysomething students
hit the books, seek degrees
By Michele O'Connor
TNH Staff
Like many students, Judy Shirley went to
college because she felt she needed an education to get a job.
Unlike the18-year-olds in her general
chemistry class, Shirley is part of the fastest
growing student population on campus.
Shirley is approaching 40, which qualifies
her as a non-traditional student. By University
standards, a non-traditional student is an undergraduate student at least 24-years-old.

A national Census Bureau report released
last month indicates that Shirley is not alone.
One of every four students is 30 or older, according the report. This is double the number of
over 30 students reported 15 years ago.
At UNH, non-traditional students are part of
growing student population on camfastest
the
pus, according to Tony Carnes, a student orga-·
nizations advisor.
UNH's student body is made up of 8.6
percent non-traditional men and 6.7 percent nontraditional women.
Students, page 2

Brown, page 3

JMI~~ _________________
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Nad er says carididates aren't
offerin g econo mic solutio ns
By Jon Root
TNH Staff

Dan DiBiasio, interim vice president for Student Affairs, is stil
considering the 11-point plan (file photo).

•Decision on 11-point
plan
expected next week
Frompagel
Reardon said he has doubts tern money while it's in financial
about the quality of advisors the trouble.
Greek System will be able to hire.
A variety of considerations are
"The live-in advisor point, as it being weighed in relation to planstands now, is n~t a fair sanction," . ning for live-in advisors, DiBiasio
said Reardon. "If we're going to said.
have someone live here, we want to
Ideally, the advisors would
1 ~
have earned a ba~helors·degree and
1 : per~ure they'll-be ~neficial."
While he is not opposed to the be interested in a furthered career
idea of a live-in advisor, Reardon ~ with college. students, he said.
said the balance between an advisor Graduate students would be excelwho is competent and an advisor lent candidates, DiBiasio said.
who will act as a peer will be difficult
Many of the houses already
to achieve.
have live-in advisors, and aspects
"It's hard to find someone who of their experience with the advisors
will live in a fraternity house," are being considered, said DiBiasio.
Reardon said. "My concern is getIn order for the 11-point plan to
ting qualified people for the job."
pass and work, Stiles said it will
Laura Stiles, former president take a lot of work by a lot of people.
of Alpha Chi Omega sorority, said However, she said, it can be done.
UNH has offer~d to help the Greek
"Everything is getting better
System pay for hiring the advisors. slowly," she said. "But there needs
"Dan DiB iasio sounds like he's to be a big step taken."
really willing to help us," said Stiles.
"If they do what they say they're
Tiu N tw Hampslairti!J the UniversityofNe~
only student run newspaper.
going to do then we' re fine, but if Ham,shire's
It runs eve'7weekonTuesdays and Friday
The paper IS free and has a circulation of
they don't there might be some
approximately 8,000.
problems."
Thi, year the paper is not ta king su bscrip•
lions through the mail, but the paper plans to
"It's a really sticky point for a resume takmg subscriptions next year.
in Room IS
lot of houses because of the finan- ortheAllpreproductionworkisdone
MemorialUnionBuilding. Printing is don(
at the Journal Tribune in Bidderord, Maine.
cial aspects," said Stiles. She said
If you wish to contact our news, arts and
sportsc:a11862-1490.Tospeakwithphotography
people may have a problem with the caU862-IS27.
For advertising inrormation call 862-1323.
University giving the Greek Sys- For any
other business,call 862-1490.
·
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Speaking out on economic
problems crippling the country's
economy, consumer advocate Ralph
Nader proposed several solutions
to solve the nation's recession.
In a speech sponsored by
MUSO Monday night in the Granite State Room of the MUB, Nader
gave several reasons for the recession that has hit the country in recent
years.
He also supported a write-in
"none of the above" movement for
the upcoming presidential primaries
and election.
None of the candidates are offering solutions to the recession,
said Nader. He called for voters to
vote for "none of the above" on
their ballots in the primaries and
election.
In an interview after his speech,
Nader said if enough people select
"none of the abov·e " on their ballots,
a new election will have to be held.
''I'mnotrunningforPre sident,"
Nader said in a recent press release,
"but if citizens want to register their
disgust with Washington by writing
in my name, I'm not going to stop

them ... ·

1

. ' Although he said he ,· doubted
Consumer advocate Ralph Na~-:r endorses write-in vote-in elections
he would run for president in the
(Jenn ifer Leith/TNH Staff ptioto). . ,
.. .
.
future, Nader• said
her is w*ing to
I , ;I f
r
see what will happen 'with the write- factories being closed, Nader said. tion to influence the campaigns,
in policy with interest. ·
Corporate heads 'fiave seen a 400 Nader enc0tJ1aged students to pay
"If it catches on here, maybe percent,increase in pay, he.said, yet attention to what the candidates are
. ·we'll go'to Califotniaj" Naaer said. workers' salaries "lax flat? he said. really saying.
.
He is "wiiling io stand in for the
Nader said he wants New
'none of the above option'" in order
The economic state of the food Hampshire citizer;is to tell the
to confront what he feels is a lack of industry was another concern of presidential candidates that "the
discussion by the presidential can- Nader's. "We spend more on food New Hampshire primary is not
didates on economic issues.
packaging than the farmers business as usual" this year.
"The worker. . .in inflation- spend ...on growing food."
Andrew Ellison, director of
related terms, is making the same
Nader's goal for improving the Arts and Lectures for MUSO, said
[today] as he did 20 years ago," food industry is to get shoppers to Nader's message was good. "To
Nader· told the audience of ap- bemoreselectivewhen buyingfood. give the tools [to create a better
proximately 275 people.
"The difference is at least one-third economy] to the people of this
The number of jobs available of your food budget," he said.
country .. .is a good idea," he said.
in the state is another problem, acThese problems, Nader said, ·
· Nader is best known for his
cording to Nader. He said job growth "are not being talked about in the 1966 book "Unsafe at Any Speed,"
in New Hampshire has dropped political arena." He said they are which helped permanently remove
from first in the nation to 48th.
the primary reasons he is endorsing a Chevrolet car, the Corvair, from
Recent business trends toward the write-in "none of the above" the road.
mergers and acquisitions are also option.
Since then, vehicle safety
hampering the economy, he said.
Nader told students to be wary workers have added a number of
Although more than $1 trillion was of future presidential candidates safety features including .disc
spent during the last decade by coming to speak at UNH. "You're brakes, anti-lock braking systems,
corporations on expansion, no new going to hear some great rhetoric," and head restraints, he said. The
wealth.or jobs were created, he said. he said.
addition of air bags to the list is a
The take-overs resulted in
Because students are in a posi- move ·that is 15 years overdue, he
said.
~
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•More non-traditiollal students head back to school
From page 1
Shirley, a junior, said she came back to
school because she felt she needed a college
education to be able to get a variety of jobs. "I
always had a desire for a college education,"
she said.
Returning to school was a bit intimidating, Shirley said. She found it strange to be
taking classes with 18-year-old freshmen.
But the younger students have been understanding and open toward older students, she
said.
Adults have it hard but younger students

do too, Shirley said. "Everyone has it tough." doesn't have to worry about a family or a full
Lou Broad, who is now in his thirties, has time job. He said he can concentrate on doing
worked in the family business for the past 10 his best in school.
years. Broad said he planned on starting school
"I started going to school full time beonce his dad retired. He is now a senior and cause if you don't have a college education
has one more year of college. He is majoring there are fewer jobs," said Nancy Fodor, a
in chemistry and physics and plans on be- junior majoring in business administration.
coming a high school teacher. Broad said he
Fodor, who has been at UNH for one
fully enjoyed coming back full time.
semester, said she moved from Pennsylvania
"I am not in the same situation as other to New Hampshire when her husband was
non-traditional students," said Broad.
· transferred, and she thought it would. be a
He is single and lives on camp~s. He .good time to go back to school. She said she
. "
.

.

',

'

felt uncomfortable at first, but everyone has
been nice.
Not all non-traditional students fit into
the category of 24 or older.
Craig Chamberlain, a 21-year-old freshman, said he is considered non-traditional
because he used credits that he received from
going part time at UNH last year to finish up
his high school diploma and get admitted into
UNH as a full-time student. He said he needed
to go to school to get a better job.
"I feel a little old sometimes, I have fun,"
said Chamberlain.
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•l,000 Points of Light
bashed by Clinton

•Brown
calls for
balanced
government

From page 1

From page 1
have to ask you, us ... we, the people,"
Brown said. "I see myself as a vehicle for you to operate this system.
The opportunities are endless."
Brown concentrated on the environment, education and health care
issues during his speech while criticizing the existing administration.
He noted the failures of the
Republicans to protect the home
front while he de-emphasized the
present foreign policy, including the
Gulf War.
''The present system is going to
destroy our world in our lifetime,"
Brown said. ''That has to change
Brown expressed
right now."
disgust at the present economic hi"While the poor
erarchy.
get poorer, the rich get richer,"
Brown said. "You need capitalism
and you need democracy, but you
need them to be in balance. Right
now there is an imbalance."
Brown cited statistics on the
failing economy and environment.
He also discussed the lack of national health care. "When it comes
to child care, Head Start, the
economy, scholarships, environmental protection, there is paraly-

Presidential candidate Jerry Brown explains his campaign platform
to students (Matthew BeckerffNH Staff photo).
sis," Brown said. "The insight, the
caring is not there. We've got to turn
that around before it is too late."
Brown said during his campaign
he wants to concentrate on the ozone
layer, use of CO2, energy resources
S t u and unemployment.
dents listening to Brown's speech
were in favor of Brown's ideas, but
skeptical of his ability to put them
into action.
"If Brown develops a detailed
plan to tackle the economy, the defense budget, our deteriorating social problems and our energy dilemma. he could be a serious contender for the nomination," Pam
Fessenden, a junior, said.
"Jerry Brown seems to be a

person of,moral integrity and values," junior Kim Tudor said. "His
ideas of derailing the corrupt establishment are valid and legitimate,"
she said. "Unfortunately, he doesn't
seem to effectively communicate
his ideas to the people. In his own
words, he also lacks the necessary
political force to be a viable candidate."
The most evident attitude
among those present at Brown's
speech was approval for Brown's
complete honesty. "Brown wants to
lead the people of America to make
changes on their own. He admits
that not he (nor any man) can do it
by himself. I agree," said Senior Ishi
Burdett.

so that anyone who needed money
for college could borrow it and repay it in two ways.
A small percentage of student's
income after graduation would go
toward paying back the loan, he
said. It would have to be paid back at
tax time every year so, "you couldn't
beat your student loan because the
IRS would have your name."
Clinton said loans could also be
paid through two years of national
service, such as police work, nursing and teaching.
"This GI Bill will enable us to
recreate the government the way it
ought to work," Clinton said.
According to Clinton, the
money for this fund would cost the
country around $8 to $9 billion dollars but said, "we can more than pay
for it out of the defense budget."
Clinton said financial aid to the
middle-class for college has been
cut by the Reagan and Bush administrations in the past 12 years.
During his speech, Clinton
calledPresidentBush'splanof 1,000
points of light a failed experiment.
He said he has tried to be one of
those thousand points of light but
"my wattage goes up and down."
He said it's time to evaluate the
plan. "In my opinion the United
States is in trouble because of this
experiment"
To illustrate his point, Clinton
referred to former New Hampshire
Governor John Sununu and his res-

ignation as the President's Chief of
Staff.
"George Bush is causing a lot
of unemployment these days," said
Clinton.
Health care is a major issue on
Clinton's platform. He said health
insurance must be affordable and
accessible to everyone.
"Seventy percent of people
without health insurance are workers," said Clinton. "We've got to
control health care costs and provide health care to everybody."
Clinton told students this election is crucial to their future.
"You've got a lot more at stake
in this election than I do," Clinton
said. "Your whole future is on the
line and I don't want to see you be
the first generation of Americans to
do worse than your parents.''
Jeffrey Rodgers, chair of Students for Clinton and a member of
the Democratic Student Organization, said he was pleased with the
speech.
"It was a good turnout," said
Rodgers. "I agreed with everything
he said."
"He knows what he is talking
about," said senior Ken Stremsky.
"He's concerned about the future of
America. He knows we are all in
this together."
Freshman Mike Vlacich said
Clinton displayed greater sensitivity and smarts about the issues than
many of the other candidates. "He's
the man who should be president."

•Many label Harkin a liberal, he
accepts description with pride
i

From page 1
He said if a student's education
is paid for by the government, then
he or she can pay America back for
three or four years by becoming
teachers, poJice people or working
in cities planting flowers and trees.
"There are five pathways to
head down: teaching corps, health
and services corps, police corps,
nature conservation corps and the
military corps," Harkin said.
Harkin also has a five-point plan
to help out the economy and the
jobless situation.
"I want to tum around economics with this five-point plan,"
he said.
Harkin 's plan includes throwing out the trickle-down theory,
quitting subsidizing, getting tough
on trade, investing more wealth in
America and adjusting to the new
realities in the work place where
both men and women work.
"By reducing trade and getting
tough we can start a job-building
program," Harkin said. "These are
real jobs for people, not peanuts."
"We are the richest country in
the world, but we have to start putti~g our money back into America,
and stop giving it out to other
countries," Harkin said.
According to Harkin, he is prochoice because he believes the

Arkansas' Governor Clinton advocates national service to pay off
college loans (Michelle Raymond/TNH Staff photo).

Iowa's Senator Tom Harkin says he is pro-choice (Byron Brown/
TNH Staff photo).
choice must rest with women.
"I trust women more to make a
choice about their own bodies more
then I trust the government," Harkin

said.
According to Harkin, for the
price of one B-2 bomber, two million children can be immunized,

childcare and housing can be provided for every single mother and
research can be doubled for some
diseases.
"America is getting four B-2
Bombers. Idon'tknow if you wanted
them, but you're getting them,"
Harkin said.
"Many people call me a liberal," Harkin said. "If liberal means
looking ahead and throwing out old
ideas, caring about people's health,
educating America, and caring about
civil rights, if that's what a liberal is,
then I'm proud to be one."
Marilyn Minter, a political activist who attended Harkin 's speech,
said he is "a liberal that epitomizes
the best of the Democratic Party and
what they stand for."
Steve Drake, presidentofUNH
students for Harkin and Vice President of the Democratic Student Organization, said Harkin is the most

liberal of all the Democrats.
"Many get scared when they
hear that Harkin is a liberal. But
liberal only means better," Drake
said.
Raul Orozco de Navarro, a
member of the Student Democratic
Organization and Harkin for President, said he is confident that Harkin
can make a change.
"He is a man that will stand up
in a wind storm but won't relinquish
his principles," Orozco de Navarro
said.
Minter said Harkin is a frontrunner in the Democratic race.
"He talks about issues we as
young people want to hear and he's
a very down to earth guy," Drake
said.
"Remember one thing if nothing else," Harkin said. "I can win
this election, but first you have to let
me in the ring."

c~~~i
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First winter storm blows through
Classes canceled, plows and snowboarders on the job
By Gina DiGregorio
TNH Staff
Patrick Miller arrived on campus at 5:30 a.m. Tuesday as the
snow continued to fall.
Miller, associate vice president
of facilities, wasrespondingtothe4
a.m. call he got from Grounds and
Roads Manager Ronald Lavoie
concerning adverse weather conditions that might require shutting
down the University.
"At that time the driving wasn't
too bad," Miller said. "It looked like
it would be a go for school at that
point."
However, school was not a go.
Snow and freezing rain continued
to fall through the morning, making
crews and plows work around the

clock.
At 6:15 a.m., "I called Fred
Schnur (vice president for finance
and administration) and told him I
was recommending curtailed operations, at least until noon," Miller
said.
Miller said he then called the
radio stations so they would make
the announcement.
Although he said he usually
tries to call the radio stations before
5:30 a.m., the call was made later
Tuesday because of the way the
stonn was progressing.
According to Miller, Schnur
met with President Dale Nitzschke
and together they made the decision
to call off school for the rest of the
day.
Director of Plant Maintenance
Susanne Bennett said crews began

Students take to the snow rather than the classrooms after'I'qesday's
'
storm (Tim Broadrick/TNH Staff photo).

getting the plows ready at 2 a.m.
She said the parking lots and
roads were the first to be plowed,
but because school was cancelled
late, the parking lots were difficult
to plow because people had already
arrived on campus.
Bennett said the housekeeping
staff helped with cleaning the main
doorways.
She said that because the
walkways and parking lots will thaw
during the day and freeze at night,
sanding crews will be on standby
for the rest of the winter.
"We '11 have a sanding crew
take care of sanding parking lots,
roadways and walkways," Bennett
said.
According to the Ron Grondin,
district manager of Epping Public
Service of New Hampshire (PSNH),
which supplies electricity to
Durham, 650 residents on Madbury
Road lost power between midnight
and 1: 15 a.m. Wednesday.
"It (the outage) was caused by
limbs laying across wires," Grondin
said ..
Grondin saidPSNH crews were
reshman Don Temple mid-air on his snowboard (Tim Broadrick/
busy all Wednesday morning re\fNH Staff hoto .
pairing scattered outages in Durham.
Kari-Van, which operates handi-van and all the COAST Beaudoin said.
According to Capt. Michael
COAST buse·s, the shuttle, handi- Durham bus routes," Matt Cray,
COAST,
for
driver
and
dispatcher
of Durham Police, there '
Golding
van and Dial-a-Ride, did not opersaid.
significant accident on .
one
was
ate buses from Durha11,1 to Dover,
Uniof
Beaudoin
Roger
Chief
a tractor trailer.
involving
4
Route
on
Newmarket and Portsmouth
aware
not
was
he
said
Police
versity
no injuries.
were
there
said
He
Tuesday.
Golding said eight to 10 cars ,
"Once the University makes of any property damage or anyone
the decision to curtail operations getting hurt because of the storm. hap to be towed from parking lots,
that automatically stops sh' ttle, . Beaudoin said in the past there have- Main Street and Madbury Road
been situations where snowball because they were in the way of
fights in areas on campus have re- plows.
sulted in broken windows and inju"Everyone needs to be reries.
minded that there's no parking on
"I thought we got through our the streets period between 1 a.m.
first snowfall reasonably well," and 6 a.m.," Golding said.
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American
hostages are
freed
The three remaining American hostages in
Lebanon were released this week by their
Islamic radical captors. Joseph Cicippio
was freed on Monday,Alann Steen on Tuesday, and Terry Anderson, who was held for
nearly seven years, on Wednesday. Doctors
say Steen suffered from brain damage as a
result of beatings he received while in
captivity. The United Nations had been
negotiating since August for the release of.
the hostages. There are still two German
hostages being held in Lebanon.

Sununu
•
resigns
as
chief of staff
Former New Hampshire Governor John
Sununu resigned on Tuesday from his position as White House chief of staff, following
months of political turmoil, including accusations that he abused travel privileges and
alienated key Bush supporters. Sununu said
he has had "three great years" in Washington but is now retiring from politics.
President Bush is considering Transportation
Secretary Samuel Skinner to replace Sununu.
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David Duke
will run for
president
Former Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke
on Wednesday announced his candidacy for
the 1992 Republican nomination, saying he
would raise a right- wing challenge to
President Bush. However, he will not campaign for the New Hampshire primary. Three
weeks ago , Duke los t th e L ouisiana
governor's race in a landslide. Duke said, "I
am not a racist," but criticized Bush for civil
rights and immigration policies which he
says are undermining white, Christian
America.

Compiled by Rachael Wakefield from
newspaper reports.
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Looking at both sides 9f Pearl Harbor
Attack to be analyzed at special conference on Saturday
By Nicole Desmarais
TNH Staff
Americans and Japanese will
come together at UNH on the 50th
Anniversary of Pearl Harbor.
In an effort to clear up some
myths concerning Pearl Harbor,
professors have set a conference to
discuss the attack from many points
of view.
The conference, which will be
held Saturday at the New England
Center, is an effort to help people
understand what actually happened
and what resulted from the attack of
Pearl Harbor.
Saturday marks the 50th anniversary of the surprise attack by
Japanese forces on the American
Naval base at the Hawaiian island
of Oahu.
History Professor Douglas
Wheeler said he hopes to cut through
the mythology that has grown up
about Pearl Harbor.
"One legend is that it was a
complete surprise to ·us, that the

Newspaper clippings and other memorabilia are being used
to commemorate tfie 50th anniversary of the Pearl ffarbor
attack (Byron Brown/TNH staff photo).

Japanese had any conflict with us,"
Wheeler said. "This is a myth. The
U.S. knew a lot of information about the
hostile conflict between the two countries."
Kaneaki Inazumi, a professor of J apanese, said he felt the conference would be
effective if it provided the Japanese perspective as well as the American one.
Todd Watterson, a freshman, said, "It's

World Affairs in Durham are sponsoring the conference.
Dotty Cassel of the N.H.
Council on World Affairs said the
conference is open to everyone.
"Pearl Harbor represents
an underhanded attack by the J apanese militarily, which is exactly
what they're doing economically,
today," said Andy Skvorak, a freshman.
Three UNH history professors will give lectures on the
history of Pearl Harbor and intelligent failures at Pearl Harbor. Iwao
Teteuchi of the Japanese External
Trade Organization will speak about
"Japanese-U.S. Relations Today."
"Japanese Perspectives on Pearl
Harbor" will be provided by Professor Mark R. Peattie.
A film of Pearl Harbor,
"Tora, Tora, Tora!" will be shown
along with two television documentaries about Pearl Harbor.
Cassel feels it would be
nice for the people of the area to
become aware of what happened at
the time of Pearl Harbor, especially
since so few people really know

about it.
important to look back and see what we've
accomplished. There's been no world wars
since then and that shows progress."
The UNH history department/Signal
Fund, the UNH Center for International Perspectives, the UNH political sdence department and the New Hampshire Council on

"It's been such along time since then, we
should be brought up to date on it," Cassel
said.
Bob Molinario, a freshman, said, "It's
important for the veterans who fought the war
to remember it. I have a strong respect for
participants of previous wars."

AOVIISIIG OIAOUNIS

Smith accuser
testifies
William Kennedy Smith's accuser testified
on Wednesday, saying that he raped her
Easter weekend at the Kennedy estate in
Palm Beach, Florida. The testimony was
nationally televised, but her face was blocked
out to conceal her identity. Judge Mary
Lupo said the proceedings should be completed by Christmas.
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Tickets $12.50 (genera.I admission).
Tickets available at Music Hall Box Office (call 603.436.2400)
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Ticketmaster in NH: 603.626.5000.
- - - Presented by Dionysian Productions - - -
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Conservation committee turns up -the heat on
cutting University's energy costs and usage
By Chris Hall

TNH Staff
Early Sunday morning, lights
beam from within Dimond Library
and Thompson Hall.
Such needless waste has
aroused concern from the UNH
Committee on Energy, Conservation
and the Environment (CECE).
The committee is.involved with
various educational efforts, including the Nov. 21 Flip the Switch Day,
when people were asked to conserve
by turning off an unneeded light or
by talcing the stairs instead of the
elevator.
UNH's utility bill was
$335,633.36 for one month (between0ct.18andNov.19). Thatis
about $3 million per year spent on
electricity alone.
Jim Dombrosk is campus energy manager for UNH and chair of
the committee. Much of
Dombrosk's job rests on finding
ways to cut the University's utility
bill, or at least keep it from increasing with the rising electricity rates.
The CECE, which was formed
two summers ago, is made up of
students, faculty, staff and administrators. Members of the committee were called upon in the midst of
budget cuts in September to recommend ways of conserving energy in
the areas of heating, ventilating, air
conditioning and lighting.
The CECE is responsible for
the energy charts that are posted by
recycling bins in many buildings on
campus. The bar charts show how
high energy use is in the building
and how it compares to last year.
According to Dombrosk, the

charts are a way of giving students
and staff feedback on how conservation efforts are coming.
Even with the addition of the
Gables apartment complex, UNH is
using I percent less electricity this
fall than last. Dombrosk said he
believes much of the reason is
heightened awareness on campus.
Dombrosk said he has noticed
a "big change in lights left on," and
has been happily surprised on occasion to have to turn on a bathroom
light when entering.
Senior Kenyon Cochran said
with charts and flyers posted she
feels a "vague sense of greater
awareness" on campus.
Stacy Ross, a junior, said she
has seen the energy charts in
buildings, and has turned off lights
in her apartment, but not in classrooms on campus.
"You just think a teacher will
do it, or the last person out," Ross
said.
"Someone else will do it, that's
what everyone thinks," added Cathy
McGadden, a junior.
Dombrosk said he hopes more
people will personally adopt environmentally conserving behaviors.
Conservation efforts must be volunteer or people will resist, said
Dombrosk.
Dombrosk said the CECE is
not the "energy police" or an ecoconscious Big Brother.
He said a unified effort to
conserve energy at UNH would help
avoid program cuts and reductions
in services that might fall to the
budgetary axe. Dombrosk added
that although tuition wouldn't likely
decrease if more energy conserving
methods were adopted, programs

The Committee on Energy, Conservation and the Environment
attempts to make everyone on campus aware of wasting electricity
(Lloyd Triggs/TNH Staff photo).
and supplies that might be cut could
be saved.
However, according to
Dombrosk the CECE is "not just
the tum out the lights, turn down the
heat committee." Energy conservation is just one of its concerns.

The committee is involved with
environmental conservation on a
much broaderscale,saidDombrosk.
The committee works with water
conservation methods for many
buildings, including low-flow
shower and faucet heads for the
residence halls.
Waste reduction, recycling and
especially pre-cycling, (the reuse
of something before it is thrown
away), are other concerns for the
CECE.

Members of the committee are
researching the MUB and other
food-service areas to reduce the
throw-away items, such as
Styrofoam and paper goods they
use, Dombrosk said.
According to Lonn Sattler, a
CECE member, the committee is
recommending that the University
purchase products of a higher recycled content when buying such
things as paper goods.
Sattler added that the committee will be working to educate the
public about hazardous waste and
how to deal with it in daily life.
Using the bus system, riding
bikes and car pooling are other ideas
that have been promoted by the
committee.
According
to
Dombrosk, the CECE 's stance on
transportation is not just to reduce
energy for its own sake, but to improve air quality and benefit the
environment as a whole.
Though the CECE is primarily
educating the UNH community
about energy and environmental
conservation, Dombrosk, as campus
energy manager, has taken other
measures.
With the help of a federal
matching funds program, lighting
and heating systems in several
buildings 'nave been installed to
make them more efficient.
In Nesmith Hall, for example,
thermostats were installed in every
room to replace a cruder system that
had the heating for all the building
under a single control. The system
was inefficient, said Dombrosk,
because it failed to account for
sunlight, wind and the fact that heat
rises.
James Hall is currently having
an upgraded heating system installed, and the money to undertake
such projects in Hamilton-Smith and
New Hampshire Halls has already
been received, Dombrosk said.
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What should John Sonullu's next
job be?
Mike Cooper
Sociology
Junior

Heather Kelly
Business
Adm in is tration
Senior

"Maybe the mayor of some small town in California."

Margaret Russell
Business
Administration
Junior

Samantha Thomas
Business
Administration
Junior

Undeclared
Sophomore

"He should be the next director of the Silva Mind
Control."

"He reminds me of a chef. He's kind of chubby."

"Considering all his travel experience, I think he
should work for the FAA."

Kevin Pepe
Math/
Economics
Senior

"Vice-President of Student Affairs at UNH.
Anyone could do a better job than Sanborn."

"His name kind of sounds like a Japanese car, so I think
he should be a car salesman."

Rest and re-evaluation for Sununu success
By Winifred Walsh

ts

TNH Staff

Opinion
Much like Howard Cosell, people love to hate John
Sununu.
Two weeks ago in the New York Times, Edward
Rollins, a Republican political consultant said, "Sununu is
living proof that you shouldn't give children their IQ test
results because then they go through life thinking they're
smart."
When people will go on record with comments about
you like that, it's time to go into television commentary.
People would love it.
He could have a show of his own and anyone havfog
anything to do with American politics could be his guest.

Insults aside, Sununu does have a high IQ. A few years
back they gave him a test and he did exceptionally well. The
problem is he's relied a bit too much on the results, become
a little too sure of himself, gotten somewhat uppity.
That job in Washington with Mr. Bush didn't help the
situation much either.
His IQ may have been sky-high, but once he got that
joo he kept confusing Washington with Hollywood. In
Hollywood it's considered publically acceptable to fly
around the country on expense accounts and charge it to the
company you work for. Not in Washington.
Time between jobs is often well spent reconsidering
talents and where they could be better spent. It wouldn't
take much for Sununu's talents to shine in the light they
were originally intended for. He could insult everyone he

wanted to and finally receive some applause for it.
The pinnacle of the show would be seeing who could
out insult Sununu. So tar I haven't heard Sununu's comeback to Mr. Rollins, but I'm sure he has a good one.
The best part about it would be that the insults wouldn't
be limited to just Democrats. Some of Sununu's best
adversaries are Republican. This would not only increase
the scope of the show as an arena to vent political-frustration, but it would also increase the number of viewers.
Best of all, Sununu would still be a public figure.
A public figure, and a former member of Bush's
cabinet. No matter what his IQ is, there's nothing he can
ever do about that.

WORKERS NEEDED (in m:llions)
Clerical workers
Service workers
Professional & Technical workers
Operatives
Craft workers
Managers & Administrators
Sales workers
Nonfarm laborers

Jqb open~ngs ar deterr,,ined
b}f replac~ment lus grqwth

Private household workers
Farm workers
1
(;raphic h) Jonathan D. (;rem

2

3

4

5

!

!

6

7

!
8

9

10

Source: Bureau of' Labor Statistks
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Police work explored throu gh new progr am on camp us
Students learn about all aspects of law en/orceme nt with hands on training
forcement is one profession of many
that sponsor Explorer groups.
By Carlene Rose
The program teaches students
TNH Staff
between the ages of 14 and 21 what
Law enforcement has been a is involved in police work, the difpart of Joanne Canastra's life since ferent fields of law enforcement
she joined the Police Explorers and how to become a police officer.
Students are taught all phases
Program when she was 16 years
workandareoffe red many
police
of
old.
activities to further their
different
majorsophomore
Canastra, a
within the profession.
ledge
know
in
minor
a
with
studies
family
ing in
of their training on
part
As
the
in
participates
justice,
criminal
campus, students
explore
to
program
accompany police
different facets. of
officers on duty
law enforcement
"Within the four
and assist them in
work.
years that I've
their responsibili"What I hope
in
involved
been
ties. They are alto
is
it
of
out
get
to
to give out
lowed
be able to deterthis program,
parking tickets,
mine the right asI'm really
assist police officpect of law eners in arrests and
forcement that I
amazed at how
help officers break
want to pursue,"
much I've gotten
up fights. AccordCanastra said.
out of it."
ing to Desrosiers,
For students
the students are
interested in police
allowed to
not
work, the new PoMaria Banberger
carry weapons of
lice Explorers Proany kind.
gram on campus is
In the summer, students have
the place to go to investigate the
possibilities. Headed by Sgt. Paul the option to attend the New HampDesrosiers of University Police, the shire Police Cadet Training AcadExplorer program is now in its first emy. Students attend the academy
for one week and go through every
· semester at UNH.
''This has been the building se- training phase of law enforcement.
mester of trying to get things After the week of training is completed, students graduate as a cadet.
started," Desrosiers said.
The Explorers program func- The cadets then have the opportutions in conjunction with the Boys nity to go to the advanced academy
Scouts of America, and law en- during the following summer.

Explorer since the age of 14.
On the national level, Banberger is
currently the Northeast Region
Youth Representative to the National Explorer Board.
"Within the four years that I've
been involved in this program, I'm
really amazed at how much I've
gotten out of it," she said.
Desrosiers, who has been an
advisor at the NH Police Cadet
Training Academy for six years,
said he has been trying to start a post
on campus for six years. He said he
has had to overcome many obstacles, the largest being lack of

Many students who are involved in the Explorer program feel
they are receiving valuable experience and information about police
work.
Maria Banberger, a freshman
majoring in environmental conservation, said that even though her
ultimate goal is to pursue a career in
environmental education, the Police Explorers group is providing
her with valuable tools that she can
use in any profession.
Banberger, who has always
been active in the Cub Scouts as
well as the Boy Scouts, has been an

funds.
The Explorers is a nonprofit
organization and must depend on
donations for such things as uniforms, supplies and equipment.
However, Desrosiers said he feels
donations are a small price to pay
for what the community will receive
in return from the Explorers.
He said in return, the Explorer
students assist the community with
Safewalks and security. Also, many
of the students will remain on
campus over Christmas break to
assist the University police department.

H!STUDENTSH!
AFFORD ABLE FITNESS AT
THE SEACOA ST'S BEST CLUB
Offer ends December 31, 1991

$99 for Spring Semester
(January 1 to 31)

or $158 Jan. 1 - Aug. 31
Indoor Pool, Aerobics, Reebok Step, Cardiovascular, Free
One-on-Ones, Nautilus, Free Weights, Racquetball,
Wallyball and Lounge ... On the Coast bus route

The Woa-k1
Ath letic Club
~

246 Route 1-08
Somersw orth
742-2163

ATOand WGIR

~

Present the 1st annual battle of the bands
five of UNH's hottest bands are gong to
rock the house.
All procedures benefit the Dover Soup
~
Kitchen.
~
~
7:30 Granite State Room
Fri. Dec. 13
Tix available at ATO or MUB ticket office for $2 .
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Dover teens
arrested
Two teenagers were arrested on
Wednesday in connection with an assault on
an elderly Dover man. Jamie P. Jones, 19,
and Brian P. Keefe, 18, of Dover were
charged with criminal liability. The crime
carries a maximum penalty of seven and a
half to 15 years in jail. Sidney Henderson
Jr., 18, is also wantedin connection with the
crime. A warrant has been issued, but it is
believed he fled to Florida.

Woman jumps
from bridge

9 Madbury Road
(next to Scorpio's)
868-1146

Wednesday afternoon, a Methuen, Mass.
woman jumped to her death from the Interstate 95 high-rise bridge. Linda M. Bistanny,
42, was seen pulling her car over in the
southbound lane at the bridge, which separates Maine from New Hampshire. The
woman, at 3: 15 p.m., then got out of ~er car
and leaped to her death. The woman's body
turned up 30 minutes later on theN ew Hampshire side of the river.

Rochester
robbery

Dover fire
• •
young
1nJures
girl

Wednesday night, two male robbers
broke into a Rochester woman's house and
stole an undetermined amount of firearms.
The two robbers broke in and tied up the
woman, who was unharmed. The woman,
who police refused to identify, said the two
men broke in some time before 10 p.m.
Both suspects are believed to be in their 30s.

A young girl who was rescued when her
house was on fire, remains in critical condition. Amanda M. Demers, of Dover, was
rescued by firemen from her burning bedroom Wednesday night. The 3 year-old girl
was sleeping in her bedroom when the fire
broke out at 4 a.m. The fire was caused by a
fan that short-circuited.

Compiled by George Stafford from newspaper reports.

Prep Plus
For the MCAT:
The Best
Medical
Insurance
:
No one can guarantee your acceptance to
1
1
'
you
that
guarantee
can
we
But
school.
medical
score your highest on the MCAT. Our unique Test
Your Best guarantee is your insurance policy. If
you're not completely satisfied with your MCAT
score, we'll let you repeat the entire course ... at no
charge!
We offer expert live instrucUon, innovative home
study materials, unlimited review in our
TEST-N-TAPE labs and lots of personal attention.
That's why Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared more
test takers, and produced more top MCAT scores,
than everyone else combined!

CLASSES STARTING NOW!
1-800-KAP-TEST
ii STANLEY H. KAPIAN

£

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

·Q. What's Dropping Faster

Than.the Temperature?
A. Our Auto Loan R#lcsl
16

_New Cars & Trucks
-48 mos

8.9%
9.9%
9.9%

lOo/o
20%

15

Torm

Annual Rate

Dmm Emt
20%

48 mos
60 mos*

sed Cars & Trucks - Finance 80% of N~A

Retail Value
198~
1981 & '88
-1984- '86

48mos

10.9%
10.9% -.

1990·& '91

11.9%
12.9%

I

~2mos
. 36mos

.

24mos
'

efinance & Save ! If You've Purchased a New
r in the Last 90 Days .& Financed :It,·Elsewhere,
Ask Us About Refinapcing! Call Today.at
1-800-639-4039.
Minimum Loan ArnoWlt $10,000.

_Rates & Terms subje.ct to change without notice. NH Federal Credit Union
is an Equal Opportunity Lender.
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\Vomen's Studies Program
Women's Issues Resource Center
I
UNH - President's Commission on the Status of \ >?omen
I
I
I
I
i I
Dec I I, Gender Expectation
Thru Dec. 15, "From Germany to America: Photographs by Ursula Wolff Schneider, Lotte
~ I
and Student Awareness
Jacobi Gerda Peterich" and "Portraits and Heads: Selections from the Burk Colleco
I
Meeting, East Rochester
tion," both exhibits at the Art Gallery, PCAC, information: 862-3712
Elementary School,
Dec. I, I pm, Women's Basketball vs. Holy Cross, Field House
I
sponsored by New
Dec. 3, 2 to 4pm, Discussion Forum with Carmen Buford on diversity; African-American
I
Hampshire Department of
students will speak, McConnell 310, UNH Affirmative Action Office, information:
Education,
information:
862-2930
I
271-3196
Dec. 7-9pm, NOW Christmas Party/Potluck, information: 926-5453
I
Dec. I 2, 5pm, "The Supreme
Dec. 5, 5-6pm, Graduate Student Organization Meeting, Babcock Lounge,
Court Nomination Processs and the Politics of Race and Sex," lecture
information: 862-3209
I
sponsored by MIT Women's Studies Program, information: (617) 253· Dec. 5, 7:30pm, Auto Maintenance Workshop presented by "MOM'S
3581
.
I
Garage"- an honest alternative, Sullivan Room, MUB, Women's Issues Resource
* Dec. 12, 7:30, Exploring Movement, relaxing and fun, Cheshire Room,
Center, information: _862-1191
I
MUB, Women's Issues Resource Center, information: 861-1191
Dec. 5, 8pm, "Theorizing About Masculinity: Feminist and Anti Feminist Accounts,"
Dec.
I
3,
8pm,
Deborah
Hensen-Conant,
Jazz,
Harpist,
UNH
Manchester,
400
I
Northeastern University, information: (617) 437-4984
Commercial Street, Downtown Campus, $IO in advance, $12 at the
Dec.6, 7pm, Forest Park Holiday Show, Oyster River Elementary School, information:
I
door, information: 668-0700
868-5674
a
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Dec.6, "The African American Woman's Body: What they say it is is not what we've got,"
first day of four day workshop for African American women only, Women's Theological
Center, infor:-mation: (617) 277-1330
Dec. 7, I pm, Women's and Men's Swimming vs. Fairfield, MA, Field House
• Dec. 11-, 8 to 9:30am, Women's Commission Networking Breakfast, "Women and
Giving," MUB, information: 862-1058
·
Dec. 11, 6 to 9pm, Myers Briggs Personal Development Workshop, enhances understanding
of self and others through personality"typing, Women's R.esqurce Center, Nashua,
information: 883-3081 or 883-1049 1

Dec.17, 7:30pm, "Mary & The Feminine Mystique," exploring new images of
the Mother of Jesus, sponsored by Women's Spirituality Group,
information: 96-4-5559
Dec. 18, 6 to 9pm, Valuing Differences Personal Development Seminar, learn
appreciation of differences in society, workplace, and family, Women's
Resource Center, Nashua, information: 883-1049
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Jan. 5, 2pm, Women's Basketball vs. Monmouth, Field House
Jan. 8, 7-9pm, NOW meeting with guest speaker to be announced, Exeter Library,
information: 926-5453
· '
Jan. I 3, 7:30pm, "Behind and Beyond the Gates of Romania," Women's
Spirituality Group, information: 96-4-5559 ..
Jan. I 5, 7:30-8:30 am, Open Forum with President Nitzschke, Operating Staff,
Murkland I _I0, information: 862-2279
Jan. I 7, I:30-2:20pm, Open Forum with President Nitzschke, Operating Staff,
M_urkland 110, information: 862-2279
·
Jan. I 8, 9am to 5pm, A Safe Place Volunteer Training begins, for information and a
schedule of training sessions call: 436-7924
Jan. 18, I pm, Women's and Men's Swimming vs. Vermont, Field House
Jan. 20, 2:30pm, Martin Luther King Day Celebra~ion
Speakers, awards, music, and meals, at Notre Dame College, Manchester,
information: 224-2407
Jan. 20 thru 3 I, Registration for Fitness Programs: Aerobics, Swim Fitness,
Women's Weight Training, etc. Room 151, Field House, 8am to 4pm,
information; 862-203 I
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Jan. 21, 4pm, Women's and
Men's Swimming vs.
6
10 11
" Springfield, Field House
_12
13
14
15
I 6
17_ 18
Jan. 23, 7pm, Women's
Basketball vs. Hartford,
1 9 2 0 21 · 22
23 2 4 2 S
Field House
26 27 ' 28 29 30
Jan. 24 & 25, "The Politics of
Giving and Taking,"
workshop on ethics of
raising money for social change, Women's Theological Center,
information: (617) 277-13~0
Jan. 25, 4pm, Women's Basketball vs. Vermont, Field House
Jan. 29 thru March 12~ Hyman Bloom: Paintings and Drawings, exhibit
at the Art Gallery, PCAC, information: 862-3712
Jan. 30, 7pm, Women's Basketball vs. Northeastern, Field House

Ongoing
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Alcoholics Anonymous, Monday thru Friday, noon, 2nd floor Conference Room,
Health Services, information: 862-1530
AIAnon, Mondays, noon, 2nd floor Medical Library, Health Services, information:
862-1530
C.A.G.L.R. Guest Speakers on issues relating to gay men and lesbians, 3rd Thursday
every month, 7-9pm, 3 Pleasant Street, Concord, information: 226-2804
C.A.G.L.R. Monthly Meeting, 2nd Sunday every month, 4:30-6pm, 3 Pleasant Street,
Concord, information: 226-2804
Eating Disorders Therapy Group, Mondays, call Tricia or Sue for information: 8622090
NARAL of NH needs volunteers for mailing and phoning to promote the right to
choose, usually 6-9pm, call Patty Scholtz for information: 431 _-2581
NOW Fund Raiser for Reproductive Rights March on Washington in April,
information: 888-3298
SHARPP Sexual Assault Survivor Support Group, peer support, Mondays, 7-9pm.
information: 862-3494
SHARPP Incest/Child Sexual Assault Support GrotJp, peer support for survivors.
Wednes~ 1::2P..!l1....lo.f2.C..rnlli9.n:_ 8-62-3494
-

~-----------------------.

SHARPP Support Group Meeting for Significant Others of
sexua/assault survivors, information: 862-3494
SHARPP 24 Hour Hotline, staffed by trained sexual assault victim
advocates, information: 862-1212
Sexual Asssault Support Services Rape Crisis 24-Hour Hotline also:
educucational programs to prevent sexual violence, Mondays thru
Fridays, 9-5, I Junkins Ave, Portsmouth, information: 436 4107
Students For Choice meetings, Tuesdays, 7:30pm, Ham Smith 18,
information: 862-4290
Wild Walkers, Walk for the Health of It! Information: 862-3823
Women & Self-Esteem Therapy Group, Tuesdays at Counseling Center
call Tricia or Sue for information: 862-2090
Women & Self-Esteem Psychoeducuctional Group, Thursdays, Health
Education, information: 862-3823
Women's Spirituality Group, 7-8:30pm, 2nd & 4th Thursday every
month, United Campus Ministry, information: 862-1 165
Women's Issues Resource Center (WIRC), open 8 - 4 every dayQIQp in. Room 108.J:1l.L862-l 191
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Daniel P. Grimes, 19, of 17 Weston Street,
Carver, Mass., was arrested by University
Police on Nov. 16 at the comer of Main
Street and Garrison Avenue and charged
with drunken driving. He was scheduled to
appear in court Dec. 3.
David P. Walsh, 18, of 119 Harrison Ave.,
Woburn, Mass., was arrested by Durham
Police on Nov. 19 and charged with receiving stolen property. Walsh is scheduled to
appear in court on Dec. 17.
Thomas M. Gouthro, 18, of 94 Pleasant St.,
Woburn, Mass., was arrested by Durham
Police on Nov. 19 and charged with receiving stolen property. Gouthro is scheduled to
appear in court on Dec. 17.

A total of 23 items valued at $2,485 were
reported stolen from a car parked in Lot A.
The theft was reported to University Police
on Nov. 20.
Melinda D. Cochran, 18, of Route 109,
Sanborn ville, was arrested by Durham Police
on Nov. 20 and charged with license prohibitions. Cochran is scheduled to appear in court
on Dec. 17.
A back pack and its contents, together valued
at $316, was reported stolen from a storage
compartment at Stillings Dining Hall. The
theft was reported to University Police on
Nov. 21.

L------ -------- -------- --------

Check to see if the
police have your
bike before it's
auctioned off
There is a list available to the public of the
bikes that will be auctioned off at the end of
the semester by the Unversity Police.
-If you have any questions about a bike, you
may go to the UNH Police station for a copy
of the list.

Three people charged
after police break up
party on Madbury Road
According to Durham Police Capt.
Michael Goiding, the police responded to a
By Joe Flynn
noise complaint at 5 Madbury Road at 1: 15
TNH Staff
a.m. Sunday. Approximately 75 LO 85 people
Three UNH football players were ar- were at the scene, Golding said.
The police tried to disperse the crowd,
rested and charged after an altercation between a group of students and police early but met with resistance, Golding said. "We
found ourselves in a situation where not evSunday morning.
The players, including two starters, were eryone wanted LO leave."
"It got very tense in the apartment,"
charged by Durham Police after police atsaid.
Golding
tempted LO break up a crowd estimated to be
said that once everyone had left
Golding
between 75 and 85 people at a Madbury Road
the police continued LO try to
apartment
the
apartment.
The three players were
crowd.
the
break
Despite the misdemeanor charges lodged
conduct when they
disorderly
with
charged
.
against the players, UNH football Coach Bill
from the road,
move
not
would
allegedly
Bowes said he has no plans to take disciplinary
said.
Golding
action.
No one was injured in the altercation,
Stephen R. Dunn, 22, of 9 Main Street,
Golding said could have become more
which
Durham, was charged with disorderly conduct,
violent.
threatencriminal trespassing, and criminal
"I would have to say that it was a very
ing.
situation," Golding said. "It could have
tense
for
Dunn, a junior, started at nose guard
into a brawl."
turned
recently
was
the Wildcats this season. He
credited the officers at the scene,
Golding
allnamed second-team Yankee Conference
University Police officers,
included
which
star.
fight from erupting.
a
preventing
with
St.,
Main
7
Douglas R. Ruggles, 23, of
actions of the players do
the
said
Bowes
condisorderly
Durham, was charged with
actions. "The
disciplinary
separate
warrant
not
the
Ruggles,
duct and criminal trespassing.
not justify
does
gotten
have
I
that
information
the
of
one
was
only senior of the three,
said.
he
part,"
our
on
action
any
tackles.
Wildcat's starting defensive
The situation is being blown out of proKelly M. Cragg, 22, of 9 Main St.,
because of the people charged happortion
condisorderly
with
Durham, was charged
be on the team, Bowes said. He
LO
pened
juna
Cragg,
duct and criminal trespassing.
the charges are not uncommon
that
added
the
for
tackle
ior, was a reserve offensive
on campus that normally don't
occurrences
team.
publicity.
the
receive
court
in
appear
to
scheduled
are
All three
on Dec. 17.
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NEANWI-IILE... APPLE HtARS

TIIEIR ANGUISH££) CRIES
ANO CREATES. ..

The Apple Computer Loan.
Now, you can't afford not to own a Macintosh computer.
Yes. forlorn studenl". ~ow with The Apple· Computer
Loan. you can get any ~lacintosh computtr you want:
,Cl:issic." LC. llsi. .. even the llt'x. And you can finance
the rest of your dream. too. Printers monitors, CD-Rmt
drires. scanners ... even software. All for a monthly
payment that won 't even put a big dent in your
pizza budget.

11

The Apple Computer Loan 1s avail ;1ble to eligible
student~. parrnt" borrowing on behalf of eligible
student\ faculty and staff. If you·re a student or parent
borrowing on behalf ot an eligible student, The Apple
Computer Loan leL" you take up to eight years to pay in
full. You may even choo~ to pay interest only while

you 're still in ~chool, deferrin~ the payment of pri11eip:tl
until ~u·ter graduation.
Go see your Authorized Apple' Campu~ lkseller right
away for more details and our simple. one-page
application fonn.

~NIVERS ITY
Technology Center
1 hompson Hall, Room I 'IA
3 p .m .
Friday • 9 a.m .
Monday
862 - 1328 • N.11 (800) 24S 7773
60
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Do n' t fo r ge t: .
Stu den t Re fer end um

Ans wer the que stio ns:
I would favor the const ructio n of a new ·
recrea tional sports facilit y. (answ er yes or no) .
. I 1111ould be urillin g to pay an additi onal fee of $50
per seme ster to suppo rt such a facilit y. (answ er
yes, no, or don't know )

Cast your vote in one of the foil owing places:
Stillin gs, Hudd leston , Philb rook( durin g
lunch or dinne r), McCo nnell{ l0-5),
Stoke (l0-5) , the MUB( l0-7)
For more inform ation about the facilit y, stop
by the Stude nt Senat e Office - Rm. 130 MUB &
READ TODAY'S FORU M!!

I

It's up to you.llMake the Choice!~
-J~
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, ROMA~CE and QUIET MOMENTS .
IN OUR PRIVATE - HOTTUB ROOM RENTALS.

For memories that will last
a lifetime ...
I

Chairs, jewelry, luggage, mirrors,
clocks, and other items available
from Alumni Marketplace, Elliott
Alumni Center. For a gift catalog
or more i nformation, ca ll 2-2040-

or 1-800-359-CATS.

Gift
11

Walk-ins, mail, and phone orders.
Monday through Friday

8:00-12:00 & 1:00-4:30
ELLIOTT ALUMNI CENTER

/ \ Cert ifi caLes

/'J A-uc.ifoble ;
[_;.\_____//
~-

_ \

/
\
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Come see Steve for a slice of life
On Wednesday, a student wandered into
the TNH office and asked to see an editor.
All bundled up because of the cold, the
student unbuttoned his coat and took off
his backpack.
"There's a program you might find interesting," he said. "It's at Hunter Hall, part
of the Living Series.''
He was Senior Steve Harding, an RA
who founded the Living Series at Hunter
Hall. This week's Living Program brought
speakers to talk about their experiences
with war.
"With the coming of Pearl Harbor, I
thought bringing these people was appropriate," Harding said.
The Living Series is Harding's attempt
to bring more interesting speakers to Hunter
Hall. Harding, who is responsible for pro-

ETTERS
Athletic
tickets
To the editor:
As a non-athletic pass holder, I
revel in money well saved. It's not
that I don't enjoy attending games.
It's clear to me what the UNH athletic ticket office is doing to students
when they tum pass holders away
from games because of a "lack" of
tickets. Before I go further, I'd like
to mention that certain schools, like
UMASS at Amherst, DO NOT
CHARGE STUDENTS TO ATTEND ATHLETIC EVENTS .As in
most other UNH offices, students
are treated like second class citizens.
In the athletics ticket office, if you
are a student who has already paid
for services not rendered, you move
down a class to third-class sucker.
Obviously, the athletic department
doesn't stand to make a few bucks
off of you, so why should it go out
of its way for you?
Paula Desmarais
Theater major

Feminisim
article
To the editor:
LastThursday,Nov.14, I made
some remarks on the topic of
"Fepiinism In America: Its Past,
Present, and Future" at the request
of the Women's Issues Resource
Center. I want to thank The New
Hampshire for covering my re-

gramming in the hall, decided that he wanted
to give the programs a theme. He said he
wanted to make the programs something
like a talk show, where guests are able to
come in and talk to residents and offer a
question and answer period.
Because he tried out the idea last year
and got "good results," Harding decided to
continue it this year. This fall, the program
took off.
Admiral Warren Hamm came and spoke
on Wednesday at Hunter Hall, a panel of
Vietnam Veterans spoke last night and two
World War II Veterans spoke Tuesday night.
Hamm discussed his role in Korea during
the 1970s in maintaining cease-fire between the north and south. Hamm was
operational commander of the Korean Navy
and Marine Corps; a senior member of the

marks. I also want to clarify some of
what was reported in your article.
I brought up the argument that
abortion is becoming the single most
important issue in the contemporary
women's movement as a point for
discussion. I offered this position
only as food for thought. This is not
a position that I am committed to,
nor is it one I am ready to defend.
While I do see some parallels between the political strategies, tactics
and choices of contemporary feminists and those of the 19th century
woman's rights activists, I do not
believe that this movement is repeating the errors of that earlier
movement, nor do I believe that the
movement is "continuing down [a]
narrow path." I suggested that we
might take political counsel from
the earlier movement and be careful
not to become a single-issue movement, or allow ourselves to be perceived as a single-issue movement.
Your article also suggested that I
said that feminists of the 1960s and
70s failed to address such vital issues as equal pay. I did not suggest
that issues such as these were sacrificed for ~bortion. Feminists in the
60s, 70s and 80s confronted a
plethora of issues important to all
women. We continue to do so in the
90s. Again, my remarks regarding
abortion were intended to provoke
discussion and thought about the
future directions of feminism and
feminist political action, not to suggest that all other issues have been
forsaken.
Finally, your article indicated
that I believe that much feminist
literature is "hard to understand and
is not accessible to the lower class."
I do believe that much of the literature about feminism and of feminism is extremely difficult to un-

a

derstand and is not written with the
"common woman" in mind. I also
believe that because women oflower
socio-economic status do not have
access to education, they are institutionally denied opportunities to
participate in the discourse of academic feminism. My point was that
lack of access to education_:_a result
of socio-economic status-is in part
responsible for the failure of this
kind of literature to reach greater
numbers of women. l did not mean
to suggest that class status alone
explained the exclusivity of this
literature.
Feminism remains a vital political and social movement in
America. There is much evidence to
suggest that women who do not
openly identify themselves as
feminists, do identify with feminist
issues and concerns. This is not a
narrow movement that is about to
self-destruct as a result of preoccupation with abortion. Feminism and
feminists continue the work for
political, social and intellectual
freedom. I hope some of yourreaders
will join us.

U.N. Armistice Commission; commander
of all the Atlantic Amphibious Forces;
commander of the military sea lift command and a member of NATO.
Last night, a panel of Vietnam Veterans
spoke as part of the Living Series. They
gave their views of the war and talked
about their roles in it.
This week''s activities at Hunter Hall
reflect hard work on Harding's part. Since
his first program this fall, Harding hasn't
stopped. These most recent activities will
surely not be the end of his ambitious
project.
People on campus should drop over to
Harding's hall some evening and attend a
Living Program. As Harding says, if they
"get something out of the program," it's
worth it."

correct,or"correctandwholesome ,"
as Mr. McCurdy is quoted in reply
to questioning about his article.
Honest debate is the best road we
can hope for to work through our
prejudice; here, specifically, to look
closely at the deeply ingrained
twisting of sexual attraction and
power in the dealings of men and
women.
I feel that the "humble proposal"
by Mr. Carnicelli may lead to several
destructive conclusions. The first
one is that the public sentiments of
Mr. McCurdy might be supported or
encouraged in any professional ca-

Humble
proposal II
To the editor:
In response to Forum articles
by Russ Mccurdy and Thomas
Carnicelli: The issues at the heart of
sexual awareness are volatile, and I
want to first acknowledge the
courage shown by any man in publicly stating honest opinion, without
regard to pressure to be politically

LETTERS page 16
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pacity. It is one thing to privately
have thoughts about the attractiveness of a person you are coaching or
teaching, quite another to make your
feelings known in the workplace.
Also, I do not agree with either Mr.
Mccurdy or Mr. Carnicelli that
sexual attraction expressed by a
person in power would be taken
lightly. As a person who has known
for all my student, athletic and
working life what it is like to constantly have older men and women
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Need Extra Cash?._.-._. _.
the Student Senate is

· <9lookin9 for a

Minutes

··YES!

s:;.

Duties include: attending Senate
meetings, Sunday nights at 6:00
(meetings last anywhere from 11/2-4
hrs). Typing and posting meeting
minutes each week.
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"a story of the war between the Soviets
embracing their new freedoms and
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LOCAL AREA EVENTS
Habitat for humanity
Southeast New Hampshire Habitat for Humanityhostsapublicm eetingDec.5at7:30
p.m.FirstParishChurc h,Dover. Thismeeting is to unveil plans and enlist volunteers

Christmas dance
There will be a Seacoast Christmas Dance
with the Lamprey River Band Dec. 20.
Madbury Town Hall. Call 772-3558 for
more information.

742-4119 for more information.

Meditation retreat
A meditation retreat will be held atAryaloka
Buddhist Center, Heartwood Circle, Dec.
20 to Jan. 5. Beginners welcome. Arrangements can be made for a two-, five-, sevenor 16-day stay. $30 per day or $200 per
week {includes lodging and vegetarian
meals}. Call 659-5456.

~figrr;:~~~~:~~; ~l;~; ;,; :~; ;~~!.~~~!~E~~~;
Holiday Boutique
The friends of the Dover Public Library
sponsor a holiday boutique in the library
foyer Dec. 6 and Dec. 7, 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. 73
Locust Street

Music at the Loaf and Ladle
Catie Curtis, Dec. 6. Michael Elwood and
Beth Gallagher, Dec. 7. Rachel Bissex,
Dec.8. OJ)6n Stage with Stan Moeller, Dec.
9. Dr Joe, Dec. 12. Dave Crossland, Dec.
13. Erica Wheeler, Dec. 14. Best of open
stage, Dec. 15. More entertainment through
December. Loaf and Ladle, 9 Water St. For
complete program, call 778~8955.

Donations for David's House
Help the General Federation of Women's
Clubs contribute to David's House, a home
awayfromhomeforpa rentswhosechildren
are undergoing treatment for cancer. Give a

Music at Stone Church
From Good Homes, Dec. 6 and 7. Open
Hoot by Dan Miner {8:30-midnight, no
cover} Dec. 8. Fly Spinach Fly, Dec. 12.
TheOlivz,Dec.13.Sh ockra,Dec.14.Open
Hoot (8:30-midnight no cover}, Dec. 15.
Closed for holidays. Reopens Dec. 26. The
Stone Church, top of the hill Newmarket.
Call 659-6321.
Operation Santa Claus
A day of events, including 1,200-1,300 arts
and crafts and a story-hour will help raise
money for gifts and food for more than 250
children in 100 needy families. Downtown
Newmarket. Other events include decorating your own bulbs and making your own
Christmas cards. Mural painting, hot
chocolate and snacks. Call 868-6972 for
more information.
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Ballet New England opens its 11th season
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with its presentation of "The Nutcracker"
Dec.13,8p.m.;Dec.1 4, land6p.m.;Dec.
15, 2 p.m.; Dec. 20, 8 p.m.; Dec. 21, 1 and
6 p.m.; Dec. 22, 2 p.m. The Portsmouth
Music Hall, 28 Chestnut St. Call 430-9309
for more information.
Christmas music
The Boston Camerata performs "A Medieval Christmas" under the direction of Joel
Cohen Dec. 15 at8 p.m. Portsmouth Music
Hall, 28 Chestnut St. Tickets $14-18.50.
Call 436-2400.
Fundraising dinner
TheSeacoastChaptero ftheNationalAsso-

will be held Dec. 19 at 8 p.m. PorL~mouth
Music Hall, 28 Chestnut St. Tickets $10.
$14.50. Call 436-2400.
Holiday music
The Portsmouth Women's Chorus presents
"Dancing Day," with guest conductor Lisa
Wolff. A concert of Christmas music from
16th century Palestrina to 20th century
John Rutter, whose cycle of traditional
Christmas carols gives this concert its name,
Dec. 14, 4 p.m. North Church, 2 Congress
St., and Dec. 15 at 4 p.m. at the First
Congregational Church, 21 Front St, Exeter.
Adults $5 donation, students and seniors
$4. Call 436-8154.

f~f;:iJ~¥oifJ~~~2f~:~ ~f!~~~,:!!!:!!!:E:: :~:~:

Contra dance
There will be a contra dance with the Lamprey River Band Dec. 13. Grange Hall. Call
Holiday music
"Nowell Sing We Clear," a musical pageant 436-8372 for more information.
celebrating the celtic origins of Christmas

p.m. Yoken's Restaurant.

TAKE THE BOSTON
BOMB TO FANEUIL
HALL FOR
HASSLE-FREE
HOLIDAY SHOPPING!
S ~ , Z'u. 14~.
sign up by Dec. 13th in
the MUB, rm. 126
$5.00 SAVES YOU

A SEAT

0

sponsored by Student Activites & Student Life
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ON THE UNH CAMPUS
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jazz, tap and modem dance Dec. 13, 7 p.m.
Johnson Theater. $3 at door only.

Dec. 6 ilie ra8t day an announced orru or

written exam may be given before final
exam period.
Dec. 6 is the last day for presenting final
copies of doctoral dissertation or master's
thesis to Graduate School for binding (December graduation).

Sculptor Judith Shea, whose feminist works
have won the attention of galleries and
museums across New Hampshire, speaks
on "New Monument Statuary and Other
Sculpture" Dec. 10, 5-6 p.m. Room 218 of
Paul Creative Arts Center. Call 2-2190.

~~i~:~~~::~ ~,::~~~ ::~~- ·1.~! !li~'~!!~!~!,!!~~~!~I
Christmas Brunch Extravaganza

Dec. 13 is the last day of classes.
Dec. 13 is the last day for graduate students
to resolve incompletes from Semester II,
1990-91, and/or summer, 1991.
Finals

Final exams begin Dec. 17
Final exams end Dec. 21
Reading day
Reading day is Monday, Dec. 16.

Experience some Christmas cheer at the
Christmas Brunch Extravaganza Dec. 7, 9
a.m.- 12:30 p.m. Sponsored by Hotel 410
students. Belgian Waffles, Chicken Supreme
and Quiche Lorraine. Piano playing, decorations. Santa Claus will be present. Mrs.
Claus will be reading stories. Children can
make cookies to take home. New England
Center. Adults $6.95, children $1.95. All
you can eat. Call 2-2815 for reservations.

Rider"Dec. 7,4:30,7 and9:30p.m.Strafford features homemade breads and ethnic pastRoom, MUB.
·ries Dec. 6, 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. Grafton Room,
MUB.
Movie
Raffle: $50 gift certificate to New England
MUSO presents "Taxi Blues" Dec. 8, 7 and Center.
9:30 p.m. Strafford Room.
Bike Auction
Movie

MUSO presents "Truth or Dare" Dec. 12, 7
and 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room.
Movie

MUSO presents "Dangerous Liasions" Dec.
15 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Strafford Room,
MUB. $1 students, $2 non-students and
faculty. Call 2-1485.

Auditions

The music department is holding auditions.
Call 2-2404, M-F, 8:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Battle of the bands

There will a battle of the bands Dec. 13 at
7:30 p.m. Granite State Room. Sponsored
by ATO and WGIR. $2.
.

Christmas tree sale
Winter commencement

Dec. 14 is commencement, Lundholm
Gymnasium at 10:30 a.m.

'.' ~~~1i~~:li~~~~~,,~~jz1fig}tn\:;;;;;
Autographing session

The UNH Bookstore is sponsoring an autograph session with Henry Butler, author of
a collection of poems "Glass Animals,"
Dec. 11 at 4 p.m. UNH Bookstore, Hewitt
Hall.

Comedy show

::.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· · ·-'} !·lf•e~.••r ,:...·.·.·.·.•· ···· · · ··
Ballet

The Seacoast Ballet Co. performs "The
Nutcracker" Dec. 20 and 21 at 8 p.m. and
Dec. 22 at 2 p.m. Johnson Theater. Group
rates available. Child/senior $6, general $8
in advance. Tickets at Footlights, Exeter;
Little Professor, Dover and Portsmouth;
The Outback, Durham; So. Berwick Pharmacy; Week's Restaurant, Dover. Call 8687455 or 659-2051.
Dance Presentation

Student dancers perform works in ballet,

Haymarket Square Bus Trip

The Student Activities Office sponsors a
hassle-free shopping trip to Boston Dec. 14,
8 a.m.-6p.m. $5 per seat. Sign up in Student
Activities Office, Room 126, MUB.
Hora De Cafe

An informal coffee hour for students, faculty, native speakers and guests will be held
Dec. 11, 3-4 p.m. Room 209 Murkland.

~~:~~1~~i:i.•~~t~;:.7~~=" !,ifi"fi'it:; i:1,~~Mriiu&;;;;,;;:;

Holiday Craft Fair

Concert

Fifty New England Artisans sell their handcrafted items Dec. 6, 10a.m.-8p.m. Granite
State Room.

UNH Wind Symphony and UNH Symphony Orchestra perform a special John
Whitlock Scholarship Fund concertDec.10
at 8 p.m. Johnson Theater. Works by
Hindemith, Milhaud and Schmitt,
Mendelssohn and Saint Saens. Students $1,
general $5. Call 2-2404.

Army/Rote scholarships

Holiday Party

There will be a holiday party Dec. 11, 3:307:30 p.m. MUB.

i~~:t~!i~i~i1~ti ~ iiii.ii~ji1i~i
New Testament Fellowship Meeting

Comedian Steven Wright performs Dec.15
at 8 p.m. Johnson Theater, PCAC.

Great Bay Food Coop

The Coop is open Wednesdays, 4:30 -7 p.m.
Hubbard Hall. Holiday schedule: Open
through Dec. 18, closed Dec. 25, Jan. 1. Reopens Jan. 8.

There will be a Christmas tree sale Dec. 36, 4-6 p.m. and Dec. 7, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.Porch
of Pettee Hall. Spruce and Fir trees available. Call Jim or Karen 2-3951.

University holidays

Dec. 25, 26 and 27 are University holidays.

The UNH Police Department presents a
bike auction Dec. 14 at 10 a.m. UNH Police
Department Parking Lot. Bikes on display
from 9-10 a.m. All proceeds will be used to
benefit the post.

There will be a new testament fellowship
meeting Wednesdays at 7 p.m. MUB. Call
749-1420.
Student prayer meeting

There will be a prayer meeting sponsored
by Christian students Fridays at 7 a.m. Senate
Room. 868-7503.
Tavola Italiana Meeting

Anyone interested in Italian conversation
may come speak in Italian Wednesdays,
Room 102 A Murkland Hall. Bring your
lunch, beverages provided.

The professor of Military Science (Army
ROTC) at UNH announces that the applications for the Army ROTC two and threeyear scholarships are now being accepted
through February 1992. All freshmen and
sophomores with a 2.5 GPA or better are
eligible. For more information, call 2-1078
and ask for Capt. Tom Vandal.

Folk concert

Global change fellowship

There will be an environmental benefit folk
.concert Dec. 8, 7-10 p.m. Granite State
Room. $5 students, $7 general. Cosy
Sheridan, Susie Burke and David Surette,
Patty Griffin, featuring Bill Morrissey. Call
2-4984.

Applications are now being accepted for
Global Change Distinguished Postdoctoral
Fellowships. The U.S. departmentofEnergy
sponsors this program, which is administered
by Oak Ridge Associated Universities. To
be eligible, applicants must have received a
doctoral degree or equivalent in an appropriate discipline within three years prior to
the beginning of their appointments. Fellows
will conduct research on projects related to
the U.S. global Change Research Program.
The deadline for applications is Feb. 15,
1992. For more info, write Science Engineering Education Division, Oak Ridge
Associated Universities,P.O. Box 117, Oak
Ridge, Tenn, 37831:-0117 or call (615) 8764805.

Holiday concert

The UNH Concert Choir will perform Dec.
8 at 3 p.m. Johnson Theater. Cleveland
Howard will perform works by Bach, Willan,
Leisring and music of the season. Free. Call
2-2404.
Student Recital

There will be a student recital Dec. 8 at 1
p.m. Bratton Recital Hall. PCAC. Free.

: ' .'~*'1.,1:,~~~~tt~n•;~~~;
Film festival

MUSO presents "Age of Aquarius," The
LastPicture Show," "Love Story" and "Easy

Bake sale and raffle

Al-Anon Meeting

Sponsored by Family and Friends of the
Child and Family Center, this bake sale

There will be Al-Anon meetings Mon.-Fri.,
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Phone hotline for gay, lesbian
and bisexual

lilllllTIIIII

Confidential information and
support for gay, lesbian and bisexual students or for those questioning their sexuality SundayThursday, 6-9 p.m. Run by trained
students. Call 2-3823.

Open only to those who wish to
stop drinking. Call 2-3823.

Alcoholics Anonymous meeting
Support group for adult children of alcoholics

There will beAAmeetingsMon.Fri., noon- 1 p.m. Room 201A
Health Services. Call 2-3823.

There will be a support group for
the adult children of alcoholics
Mondays, 1-2 p.m. Second floor
Conference Room No. 201A
Health Services. Call 2-3823.

Discussion for UNH gay men
Discussion for UNH men questioning their sexuality will be held
Thursdays at 9 p.m. Alumni
Room, New Hampshire Hall. For
more information, call 2-1875 or
2-3823.

Health Education and Promotion
offers support for people struggling with eating concerns including compulsive eating or
bulimia. Call 2-3823 or 2-2090
for a screening appointment

FREE

Pearl Harbor Confere nee
There will be a conference with
topics, such as "Pearl Harbor and
U.S. History," "Japanese Perspectives on Pearl Harbor,"
"Japanese-U.S.RelationsToday,"
WhatKindoflntelligenceFailure
at Pearl Harbor?" Dec. 7. Registration begins at 9:30 a.m. New
England Center. Call Professor
Douglas Wheeler, 2-3018 or Dotty
Cassell, 2-1683.

Children's theater
''The Book Dragon" will be performed Dec. 6 at 7 p.m. Johnson
Theater. Tickets on sale at MUB
ticket office or at the door.

Eating concerns

Women's Networking Breakfast

DIAGNOSTIC TESTING

FOR

GMAT

LSAT GRE

Students present numbers from
the American musical theater
featuring a variety of Broadway
hits Dec. 12, 7 p.m. Hennessey
Theater, PCAC. $3 at door only.

There will be a support group for
faculty, staff and graduate students
Tuesdays, 4:30-5:30 p.m. Resource Room No. 249, Health
Services. Call 2-3823.

BY

THERONKIN
EDUCATIONAL
GROUP
THURSDAY,

WIRC holds a networking
breakfast Dec. 11, 8- 9:30 a.m.
Call 2-1058 for reservations.

DECEMBER

MCCONNELL ROOM

+

WIRC Program

1-800-2-TEST HI

WIRC presents "Exploring
Movement," an evening of relaxation, Dec. 12at 7 p.m. Chesire

OR

American
Red Cross

.

IT'S A DICKENS OF A
BLOODMOB ILE!

BLOOD DRIVE
WED-FRI
DEC 4TH, 5TH & 6TH
NOONTOSPM
STRAFFORD RM, MUB
\
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436-341

PRELIMINARY TESTING IS A FREE COMMUNITY SERVICE

Durhain Red Cross Presents ... ·

.'l'

101

OR CALL

Guest speaker Many Horses will
speak on "Civil Rights and the
Americanlndian/TheAnniversary
of the Massacre at Wounded Knee"
Dec. 6, noon- 1:30 p.m. Lakota

Health Education and Promotion
sponsors anonymous and confidential HIV testing. By appointment. $10 fee. Call 2-3823.

12

12:30

American Indian Month

mv testing and counseling

MCAT

IS BEING OFFERED AT UNH

Showcase Presentation

Gay/Lesbian/bisexual support

-

Sioux, Ogalalla Band. Call 22050.

By Marie Garland
You've heard rumors about the new recreational sports facility. Well, they are not
rumors. Yes, there is a plan in the works to
construct a new recreational sports facility. In
fact, there has been a plan fonnulating for
quite some time
A former Student Life Council Chairperson from 1987-88 stopped into the Student
Senate office the other day and saw the proposed plans hanging on the wall. "That's still
going on?" he exclaimed. "Wow,

If we would like to have a new facility, we Student Senate is sponsoring a referendum
could accept the responsibility of paying for vote to find out how you feel about the conit. Well, not necessarily us, but future stu- struction of a new facility. This vote will
dents. Fifty dollars each semester, every year, unequivocally let the planners know once and
starting next year. How does that sound? for all what we want and how we feel about
Another mandatory fee? Some call it a tax. funding it. Let's not wait another four years
Some call it an investment. What do you before this issue is resolved.
think?
This issue should not be taken lightly.
You are going to have the chance to cast - Rising costs in other areas, including tuition
your vote on this issue on December 10. The and other mandatory fees, are becoming a fact

lwor::~~:::s~~::::~~~

coming back? .
Quite simply, there is a desire on behalf of administrators
and students alike to have a new
facility that would be restricted to
recreational sports teams and individual use. Our field house is
falling apart, and is often times
overcrowded. Those who schedule the rooms and courts are
overburdened with requests they
just can't fill. This only angers
0
1
:u;u!~ :it t~:~ep::
intercollegiately. Frankly, we
know we need the space.
However, the reason that it

~:~:~1::

FAST FACfrtS: .

PROPOSED FEE:
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WHO PAYS THE FEE?:
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.· . .
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.·

. .

$50; per se1nester,p~r st~dent, indefinitely. This means • s~.far,J)1e
appl,es onlyto the undergrad~ate
that every undergraduate studemWho-attends UNH
student p<>pulatum. The Graduate Student . ~rgamzapay · the $50 . m~u1d~tory _fee _.· once _· the c;onstructio11 . is tioh llas pass~d. a<rese>luticm stating th_at ·they \1/ill 110 .

will
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· •· µiafott!QW!Ce
bµi14iµg. J5,0:isJll.e'.filg9e$tt hefee .· .thife wUI'be'<:a
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casttheir
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.WHAT.WILt·IJEJNctuDED?: .•

Don't forget to
give your opinion by cast-
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vote on Decem-

. ... . . .. . . . . . . ..
.. .. . . . . .. .
. .
vote the i~ue.-u students vote in favor of constructing . Se;;rii . opti~ns .ha;; .been .propos;d includin.g an
a student recreation facility, and accept the fee~ copstruc- indoor track.; racquetball and,<.VOlleyball courts; exMarie Garland is a senior
tion will begin as :early as,the fall of '92. Construction ercise roonis, nau(ilus<
equipment, atjd a. weight room. at UNH. She is also
shoukt take about 1.5 to 2 years.
Students will·be involved in choosing exactly what will University Relations
be include~

•" l loLo1b 1,e r,o I,e 1,• t,• I\!,
I, f,
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in the final plans.
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By Gary Sufat

YEA'R5

SCJ!?EL Y YOU CAN FOR 6-ET THAT
/NC/PENT AT PEARL HARBOR.-

ONLY IF YOU CAN FORGET
Hll?OSHIMA AND NAG-A5AKI,, ....

Council Chairperson for
Student Senate.

•iYE~
V QT E

We, the students of UNH, need a student student referendum, if there is
recreational center. Presently, the Field House
spreads its time among men's and women's athletics, recreational sports and physical education. throughout the process and if stu- ~ , j
•
Students who want to work out or take part in dents are willing to help Jund the •
casual recreation get pushed aside while athletic recreation center. The key word is ==--==='------=-- ..I
teams hold their practices. Available time for help. This does not mean every student will definitely be
general student use is often not suitable for a large paying $50 a semester to build and operate the facility. Efforts
number of the population because of scheduling will be made to get outside funding from the state and through
problems.
fund raising. Another thing that must be clear is that no
Some students may not be eager to support the student who does not get to use the facility will ever pay a fee
construction because they don't know whatthey 're for it. For example, if a student were to graduate in May 1994,
missing. Many facilities have been built in the past and the Rec Center was completed in January 1994, that
ten years at such state universities as Rhode Island, student would pay a fee for that semester only.
Virginia, Mississippi and Bowling Green UniverThe idea of a Rec Center is a great idea. It could be
sity. These and other universities have built recre- compared to having a beautiful health spa for student use.
ational facilities primarily from student funding. Even if there is a fee of $50 per semester, compared to the cost
This is not an idea UNH has just pulled from a hat! of joining a health spa, this fee is minimal.
UNH is trying to determine, through the
Gary Sufat is a sophorrwre at UNH.
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IT'S 13EEN FIFTY

suchafacility.(answeryes,
no, or don't know) _
Please consider
these questions carefully.
If you would like more information, or would like
to see proposed plans and
their associated "bottom
line," feel free to stop by
the Student Senate office,
room 130, MUB, or attend
theStudentSe?atemeeting

PROPOSED:LO(JATIONS:
.
<'I'ti#: ~J!f(IC>£ati~ff h~~ p~t ~ff~ ~~!erw.i~l!~-fr9P2s%:<l. ;~m~ ~:d~c~i!~e~~ : ~

·
.

N: T1MELINE:
~:i~ :coNsrRuc'r16
C<>n~tructi()ll•Wil)'.staft
students
on

has never bee: bu.i:t ~s ~::•re
~a:: :~ne:y th~~;s. ai°~is
versity which we would like to
have, we simply can't have. Day
to day operations are all we can
afford at current tuition rates and
state funding levels. Wecan'thave
both. Or can we?

of life. Future students may find this added
expense unnecessary. On the other hand, students may enjoy the fact that they can go
swimming in the winter, play racquetball, or
go for a run on the indoor track ... when they
want to.
The referendum ballot on December 10
will include the following two questions:
#1./ would favor construction ofa new recreational sports facility. (answer yes or no)
#2. I would be willing to

By Lisa Hiney
The new sports facility referendum presents
more than an issue of what UNH students can
afford or students' willingness to use it. Instead,
the referendum on the new recreational sports
facility is about priorities, students' and the
University's alike.
How can we agree to a possible 5 to 8 million
dollar recreational sports facility when the University is experiencing such harsh financial diffiMORE' THAN FOl/1? ])EC/iPE5 LA1El?1 iHE
culties? How can the students agree to spend up to
WOUNP5 OF ltTf?()CJrtES PAS, RUN PEEP,
an extra $50 dollars each semester to finance this
facility while students are unable to get classes in
I I ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ...
theirorograms
major, theare
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _····----·---r--classes
they
do get are overcrowded
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ . and
being
cut?

The University is unquestioningly hurting, as are students. Five
to eight million dollars can be used
more effectively for existing University programs which everyone
on campus uses. I personally would
be more willing to pay the extra $50
if it would mean more classes added to the Time and Room
schedule or increased TASk Center funding rather than used
for payments on the loan for the new recreational facility
which few people will use.
Vote "NO" on the referendum and make the University
see all students as the priority.
Lisa Hiney is a freshman at UNH.
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judging me, I did not find it funny to
see a coach expressing opinions in
the campus paper about the beautiful curves of his athlete's bodies.
Nor do I take it lightly that a teacher
empathizes with such feelings, and
implies that others are taking them
too seriously. I agree with Mr.
Carnicelli, that to deny our sexuality is absurd; however, I do not feel
that a man should feel he has the
sanction of society to express his
desires in such a way a~ to compromise an individual he has power
over.
As men, I wonder where we
stand with such issues. The Thomas-Hill hearing opened the closet
door on the emotional and physical
nature of sexual harassment, though
the Senate voted to disbelieve the
woman. Some men begin to publicly express rage, shame and grief
at the effects of and expectations for
their traditional roles. What is at
stake, for a man, in opening his bag
of privileges and taking a good look
at what's in there? Perhaps the opportunity to promote on the basis of
beauty. Perhaps the opportunity to
give less credit to the work of a
woman. Perhaps the opportunity to
haveworkplacesdominatedbyme n
or masculine characteristics.
Tom Randall
Senior, English

MUBPub
To the editor:
This letter is in response to Jon
Root's article in the November 19,
1991 issue of The New Hampshire

in which Ingebord Locke was interviewed.
Many of us who regularly dine
at the MUB do not agree with her
opinion that it is"... a dreadful
facility ... " or" .. a horror...", nor
do we agree with Rae Ann Chrane's
opinion that it is" ... not a very
· · · p1ace . . . anymore ... "
mv1tmg
Also, while it may be the case that
MUB Food Services has lost money
over the past five years, her .numbers could stand to bear some explanation.
When the MUB Pub was
handed over to Dining Hall Services by Anthony Zizos, the Associate Dean for Student Affairs, it
was with the intent of getting the
MUB to break even this fiscal year,
rather than take the kind of loss it
had been taking in previous years.
The idea was that Dining Hall Services could instead absorb that loss.
Last fiscal year, the approved budget for MUB food services included
a loss of $86,000. The figure cited
by Locke concerning the losses
averaged over the past five years
should be noted that in the last three
years the MUB Pub has lost less
than in any previous year of its
existence. Averaging the total loss
over the last five years minimizes
MUB Pub's role in reducing losses
and robs it of its attempts to become
financially responsible.
The MUB Pub Servers take
pride in the facility. One staff
member has often said. "We really
care about the kids. They're like
family. The people who work here
work hard." This server sees many
of the changes resulting from the
Dining Hall Services takeover as

unfair, and suspects that the stage
may be being set to put an end to the
facility as an informal study hall
and cafeteria, forcing more students
to buy meal tickets.
We who frequent the MUB Pub
are appreciative of it the way it is. It
isanoasisforus. Wecomeforfood,
study,socializing,conferenceorju st
an inexpensive cup of coffee in the
middle of a busy day. We are grateful
fortheampleseating,thelonghour s,
and friendly accommodating servers. We recognize that there are
benefits to having the MUB Pub
run by Dining Hall Services, such
as being able to order in greater
bulk. We are also concerned, however, that, like the dining services at
many other universities, the MUB
Pub will become profit motivated,
and we will lose the convenience of
the one affordable and centrally
located food service establishment
we have.
Lauren Orlen
UNH Student

Wildcatessen
To the editor:
As I read your Nov. 22 issue, it
was brought to my attention that the
University is going to face several
more budget cuts that will undoubtedly affect students for the
next few years.
The news of further cuts in the
school's budget is depressing to say
the least, but what shocked me even
more was when I opened up to page
5 and read about keeping the
Wildcatessen open. Using money
from the meal plan to keep open an

auxiliary enterprise doesn't make
any sense when the rest of the University is facing losses due to the
budget cuts.
With the economy running the
way it is, we have to learn to live
without the conveniences and comforts we've come to enjoy.
Bysubmittingthisletter,Ihopc
when doing cuts, directors will first
look to cut from such conveniences
before they take from faculty, staff
or equipment.
Kellee Flint
UNH Student

Humble
proposal
response
To the editor:
Professor Camicelli's attempt
at wit arid/or satire in "A humble
proposal" seems to miss the whole
point of the controversy over the
Russ McCurdy article; whether male
professors notice or are distracted
by the beauty of female students or
professors is not the point. One
makes the assumption that men are
able to control their private lusts,
passions and fantasies in favor of
their roles as teacher, mentor and
colleague in the context of the University. This surely is not too much
to ask.
Cathryn Adamsky
Associate Professor of
Women Studies
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Film Festival
M;3ol The

Last Picture
Show
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70's flick with Jeff Bridges &
Cybil Shepherd

(Loo Love Story
sappy seventies tale with Ali
MacGraw and Ryan O'Neil

l9:3a EASY RIDER
COME SEE HENRY FONDA
RIDE HIS HOG IN

THE STRAFFORD ROOM,

MUB

$1 SAFO Students(with I.D)
$2 Everybod
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ROBOTMAN® by Jim Meddick
FOR ~OUR FIRST \J\RO "SSIGNMM
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Work part-time and earn
up to $25,000 far college.
With the GI Bill and the New Hampshire Army National
Guard, you can earn up to $25,000 for college. In the
National Guard, you can qualify for the GI Bill, a Cash
Enlistment Bonus, the Student Loan Repayment Program
and much more! ·All for just one weekend a month and two
weeks a year.
·
The Guard offers training in over 300
different job skills. So if you're looking
NEW HAMPSHIRE
for a part-time job that not only gives
you money for college, but also the time,
call today.

1-800-322-9393
The National Guard is an equal opportunity employer.

862-1008
rm. 146
MUB

Weekly Meetings
Wednesdays
6p.m.

Iha
Progrellive
student Netmork

The PSN has a resource center containing ·
publications concerning enviromental and
political issues - all are invited to stop by room
146 and use these resources anytime.

Piek UP 11fE NEW
.PSN NEWS LEffEP
this ad funded by PFO

THINK SPRING BREAK '92
Feb. 28 - Apr. 25, 1992

7 Nights

CANCUN - from $429
BAHAMAS - from $369
CALL: THE TRAVEL CO.
800 537-5516

NATIONAL

GUARD
Americans at
their best.

SPECIAL

MID-YEAR BREAK

BARTENDING
COURSE
For information on our
one-week daytime course,
or our evening courses,
call or write

Tel. 659-3718
Master Bartender School
84 Main Street
Newmarket NH 03857
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I

NAME-,-,--- ------------ADDRESS - - ~ - - - - - - , - - - - CITY - - - - - STATE -ZIP - - 'S.S.# _ _ _ _ __
PHONE ·
SIGNA'.rrr mt:' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. .1 u ~

NCYIB: MasterCanl Is a rqttstercd trademark

Approval absolutely guaranteed so

1,~t-11•i:ltJ:t•1;1M;t3•J•i:N:U•l•t\1

·

I
I

·

d MasterCard International Inc.

Visa Is a rcglstemi tradcrmrk ol'VISA USA.. Inc. and VISA tntemattonal
1000/o GUARANTEED!
---·
Sc:rvtces Association.

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I

a
I
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Environmental Benefit Folk Concert
* Cosy Sheridan * Susie Burke & David Surette * Patty Griffin *
FEATURING

BILL MORRISSEY
December 8, Sunday

7-10 pm

$7.00 Non-Students $5.00 Students

Univen;?ity

9◊

of New

~ampehire

Memorial

Union

Building

Granite State Room
For more information: 862-4984
All proceeds benefit the UNH Environmental Network

¢.

◊
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LASSIFIED ..AD
Jll■lll~i■■llllllilflll■lnlll■l!ltllli!i!fJ!!
HELP

WANTED

Burlington Mall, North Shore and
Liberty Tree. Call Jen at 2-8901 for
info.

Free Spring Break Trip + Cash. Free Spring Break Trip + Cash.
Cancun! Jamaica! Bahamas! Join Cancun! Jamaica! Bahamas! Join
the No. 1 Spring Break Team. Sell the No. 1 Spring .Break Team. Sell
trips on your campus and earn free trips on your .campus and earn free
trip for youself plus bonus cash.
trip for youself plus bonus cash.
1-800-331 -3136.
1-800-331-3136.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn $5,000+/
month. Free transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or &
~ - Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment program call Student Employment
Services at 1-206-545-4155 ext.
143.
Heatwave Vacations, Inc. is looking for bright, personable individuals to promote our European
skiing and Caribbean Spring Break
trips. Earn free vacation and big
paychecks. For more information,
call Gregory at (800) 395-WAVE.
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND
EXCELLENT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!! Openings available
for individuals or student organizations to promote the country's
most successful SPRING BREAK
tours. Call Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-6013.

This is your space!
The New Hampshire classified
section is a great place to find the
help you need.
$10 to $50 COMMISSION. EVERY BOOKING. EVERY TIME.

1<

Heatwave Vacations, Inc. is looking for bright, personable individuals to promote our European
Skiing and Caribbean Spring Break
trips. For more information, call
(800)-395-WAVE.
Disabled person in search of personal care assistant for Winter break.
Pay $6.25/hr. Mornings, evenings,
or weekends. Job consists of personal grooming, hygiene, meal
preparation, house cleaning, laundry detail. Excessable to students
on our near campus. Immediate
response requested 868-1986 leave
message.
Child Care Position Available. We
are a professional agency looking
for dedicated, loving childcare
providers for families in the Boston,
MA area. We offer training, excellent benefits and salary, plus time to
explore New England. One year
commitment necessary. Call The
NurturingNanny.1-800-552-8133.
I need people to work beginning
Dec. 20 for nine days at the

11a.

SERVICES

DECEMBER GRADUATES!
Order your Graduation Announcement, Graduation Party Invitations
and Napkins to celebrate your
achievement. Huge selection!
Martha's Markings (603) 659-6727.

Professional word processing/
typesetting for reports, theses, correspondence. Tape transcription,
date base, laser printing. Experienced, Quick return, Janet Boyle
659-3578.
STUDENT AUTO SERVICE &
REPAIR general repairs, preventative maintenance, winterizing, used
car appraisals, rust repair. LOW
student rates, pick up and delivery
in Dover/Durham area. Call 7424757 ask for Craig.

DURHAM Duplex - AVA 2nd semester $1,155 per person. Based
on six people, sorry no pets. 7426242.
Dover, unfurnished apt., Kirkland
Street, five large rooms, two-three
bedrooms, off-street parking,,near
coast bus, sec. dep. $550/month
includes I:Ieat. 4 36-1882.
DURHAM - THREE BDRM.
APT., Living, Dining, Kitchen.
$265/person. Avail. Jan. 15. 9695350 or431-0068.
Very large, sunny room with bath,
laundry, cable hook-up. Garage,
storage, country location in Exeter.
Could be shared by two. $350/mo.
utilities included. $400/mo if two.
Use of large house with fireplace.
Welcome! Call 778-2822. Must
Rent Soon!!!

·-~--,,,

Wholesale
Screen printing
& Embroidery

We have all .
the,
f~ndraising

p_ro~ucts
you NEED!! ·.
1

Word Processing. Top Quality,
Next-day return. Pick up and delivery. $1.65 per page. Diane 9425881.

.Speciai Group
R~fte~ for UNH ·_,

iSHIRTScfi
DURHAM: three-Bedroom apt.
forthreepeople.AvailableJan.15
to May 30. $265/mo./person. Call
868-5350 or 431-0068.
Available second semester,
Newmarket, One bedroom ($310$330) and two bedroom ($425)
apts. Phone 868-2281 evenings.
Live at the Coups two, three, four
and five-person units available for
second semester. Call P.J. Maguire
Agency 868-1262.
COMPLETELY FURNISHED
APARTMENT; ONE MILE
FROM T-HALL; ONE AND 1/2
BEDROOMS, CARPETED,
OFF-STREET PARING; NONSMOKERS PREFERRED; $550/
MO. PLUS UTILITIES; SECURITY DEPOSIT AND REFERENCES REQUIRED. AVAILABLE DEC. 16, 1991; NEG.
LEASE CALL 868-5037.
NEWLY CONVERTED BARN
ON 37 ACRE ESTATE! IN
EPPING! Two bedrooms, full
kitchen, $850/mo, washer+ dryer,
unfurnished, call 679 _8383 _

Now at Durham
Fitness Center
• · Fu II time Rep
• Artist on Staff
• Free Pick-up &
Delivery

868-6605
Rent a room at Alpha Gamma Rho.
$1,438 per semester. Includes 15
meals/week, cable, kitchen, cook,
social benefits.
DURHAM - Two person, two bedroom apt. Walk to campus. Full
kitchen/Liv. Rm./Bath. $250/
month. Mike/John 868-5209.
DURHAM: Three-five bedroom
farmhouse, available Dec. 1, three
miles to UNH, $850/month. Phil
742-9112 or Liz 868-5161.
Mature person. Own room and
bathroom. Parking, Non-smoking,
no pets, $300 per month. lei. utilities. Male preferred. 868-2843.
For Rent - Furnished two bedroom
trailer, 15 minutes from Durham,

$500/month 1-524-9408.
'Spring Semester - $1,325 for the
semester, spacious apartment for
four, 37 Madbury Road. Close to
campus, 868-3915. Ed or Dave.
Beautiful Furnished House In Lee
- Four bedroom colonial, two baths,
washer/dryer, dishwasher, 2.6 acres,
garden, 1.5 miles to UNH, available 1/92- 1/93, family or students,
$1,000 month or best offer, Call:
(603) 659-5169.
DURHAM PRIVACY PLUS!
Single room only $200/month. Private student unit with shared kitchen.
and bath and one bedroom apartments with parking are also available within walking distance to
campus. Call The Cheney Companies at 659-2303.
TRANSFERS - THREE BDRM.
APT., Living, Dining, Kitchen.
$265/person. Avail. Jan. 15. 9695350 or 431-0068.

RIDES

Pocketcan$15.95 mail to: COREY,
415 Millstone#8, Manchester, NH
03102.
Christmas Trees, Premium Fir Balsam, Scotch Pine, Potted trees,
wreaths, Christmas Shop, Kindling
wood, Balsam acres, Portsmouth
Avenue, Greenland. Call 436-2424.

I PERSONALS iii
FRESHMAN CAMP TRYOUTS.
ONLY two weekends left, Dec. 7, 8
and Dec. 14, 15. Anyone welcome
to tryout. Keep the Wagon Wheel
Rolling. Info or application Room
135, MUB. Yeah Crew!!!
ADOPTION - We will provide a
beautiful life for your baby. Let's
help each other. Call collect, (603).
929-0388. Barb and Don.
Buy an IBM PS/2 at educational
discounts. Comes complete with
preloaded software, IBM Mouse
and color graphics. Details at the
University Technology Center,
ground floor, Thompson Hall.

Ride needed to Washington, D.C.
Can leave as early as 18 December.
Will help with gas, don't mind
driving. Call Jock 749-2238. Message machine.

AREA III SNOW BALL. Sat. Dec.
7. Win a trip for two to Boston or
other cool prizes. Tickets on sale in
Philbrook and all Area III dorms.
$5 paid/$7 dues unpaid.

I

Do you like to have fun? Spring
Break in Jamaica, Florida, Cancun.
Call Kim/Sandy 2-8721, 8723.

Ila

FOR

SALE

Christmas Trees, Premium Fir Balsam, Scotch Pine, Potted trees,
wreaths, Christmas Shop, Kindling
wood, Balsam acres, Portsmouth
Avenue, Greenland. Call 436-2424.
DAYTONA BEACH!! - SPRING
BREAK '92 MAR. 13-22. Oceanfront hotel on strip. Best beaches,
clubs, & party!! Includes seven
nights hotel, plus deluxe roundtrip
motorcoach. Only $279!! (quad.
occ.) Call YANKEE TOURS at 1800-9DAYTONA, M-F, 8 a.m.-6
p.m.
Airline ticket to Chicago, Ohare
December 24-29, $200. Please call
Marty at (603) 433-1284.
PROTECTYOURSELF-Defiance
Mace - Your life may depend on it.

ADOPTION: Puppy Dogs, Kittens,
Hugs and Kisses await your baby.
A loving couple longing to adop.
We will provide a lifetime of
laughter, security and LOTS OF
LOVE. Please call Jay and Lisa
collect anytime (802) 235-2312.
TO MYFAVORITERHD: SUSIE,
KEY WEST is nice, but it can't
compare to your RADIANT
BEAUTY. I MISS YOU ...Eric.
Ski. Ski. SKi. Sunday River. Full
time student season passes: $325.
Students discount cards: $45: Receive a FREE day of skiing anytime plus get $5 off every time you
ski. For more information call:
1-800-675-8865.
GRADUATION

TICKETS

PRiHfwORKS
•
•
•
•

Custom T~Shirts & Imprinted Sportswear
Pronll)tional Advertising
Phone
Full~Colnr Brochures
Portsmouth
Signs & Banners

431--8319

NEEDED-will pay $15/ticket. Call
Mike 868-5209.

for the Area III Bash see your Hall
Government or RA's for details.

FRESHMAN CAMP TRYOUTS.
ONLY two weekends left, Dec. 7, 8
and Dec. 14, 15. Anyone welcome
to tryout. Keep the Wagon Wheel
Rolling. Info or application Room
135, MUB. Yeah Crew!!!

S- The party was great! Let's recreate the mood on the 7 at the Snow
Ball. (I'll be ready this time.)
-J.

The Italian Club will be holding a
bake sale in the MUB on Tues. 12/

SOB - heard you had a smashing
date for the Snow Ball Saturday nite
- look forward to meeting your ESCORT - the crew.

S-Let 's go to the Snow Ball and win
the Boston trip so we can get away
for the weekend! (Alone!)
- J.

C.S. - Happy Birthday.. .Need a good
nude model?

mission to all MUSO movies and
lectures. Stop by room 148 in the
MUB for more information!

10.

135, MUB. Yeah Crew!!!

eating off, eh? Love ya, man.

THE FOUR WHEEL DRIVE VE-

Merry Berry-- I miss your face and
I hope we can find some time to
spend with one another next week.
Hope all is going well. Get me
some Final Net soon!! ( Just kidding) Love, Gina Marie

HICLE OF GRACE HAS BEEN
PROCURED. IT HAS A 345 ENGINE WHICH MUST PROCEED
AT A RAPID CLIP. THE KING
AWAITS OUR ARRIVAL.
Sam,Young republicans should not
be allowed to mate. Wendy.

J-9!!! Good luck in Spain! We'll
miss you lots. Make sure you eat
enough... , .. your roommates.

Mi Querida Susanne en Espana,
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to
sudents or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break Packages. Good Pay & Fun. Call CMI.
1-800-423-5264.

Happy 21st Birthday

Turtle, Happy 22nd Birthday!! No
more old jokes, we're even now!
Love Always, Bill.

--Jeff Levy ..
Bring it back with an IBM Personal
System/2. It'll help you zip through
term papers and reports. And get
more wsork done in less time, you '11
have time to do the things you enjoy. Visit the University Technology Center, ground floor, Thompson Hall for a demonstration.

*Attention* tickets are now on sale

Love, Linda,
Diana, & Renee ,

"*** 1/2-Stunning" -Rolling Stone.

I>ecember 9, 1991
Has the fun gone out of your life?

SMILE LISA,
IT'S YOUR
22ND! !

Caribbean only $189. Roundtrip
air to somewhere sunny and warm!
Hitch a ride to EUROPEfor$160!
AIRHITCH (R) 212-864-2000.
AGE OF AQUARIUS FILM FESTIVAL! Sat. Dec. 7. Go see Henry
Fonda ride his hog in Easy Rider!
Strafford Room, MUB, 9:30 p.m.

Come volunteer for MUSO to put
posters up in your dorm! Free ad-

Bill Morrisey is headlining a benefit folk concert for the UNH Environmental Network. Also performing are Cory Sheridan, Susy Burke,
and David Surette, and Nancy Griffin. Sunday, Dec. 8, 7 p.m.-10 p.m.
in the MUB 's Granite State Room.
FRESHMAN CAMP TRYOUTS.
ONLY two weekends left, Dec. 7, 8
and Dec. 14, 15. Anyone welcome
to tryout. Keep the Wagon Wheel
Rolling. Info or application Room

Merry X-Mas!
Miss you madlyLove, Mol.
MoonbeamCanada!
Love, Sunflower.

To all my Christian brothers and
sisters, especially those in IVCF-More power to ya -- Ed
Peter, Eugene, and Rich are the biggest studs on campus!
Look! A sheep!!

Happy Birthday Cara!!!
Lin -- Casting on is harder than

Caroline- Happy B-Day! you're
getting there.
~~

We'd ike to s ow you a pat
that often holds tfie greatest reward.

NOW OPEN

Where Authentic Clay
Ovens Cook Kabobs,
Curries, Br£ads and
vegetablP.s spiced to our

liking!

Rewarding careers for people
who care.
Down the road a few years from now,
you're going to be glad you chos~ a
career path today that's right in the heart
of Boston. It's Northeastern University's
Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions - the smart choice
that leads to a greater reward for pEvple
who really care.
The graduate prcgrams offered by
Boston-Bouve College provide you with
a wide range of career opportunities in
health, sport, and leisure studies, rehabilitation, counseling, communication disorders, an( ,•ducation.
Our facu1ty have received national and
:_n ternational recognition for their research,
t,eaching and service to others and to
their profession. Boston-Bouve College
i,a,; well-established clinical affiliatic,ns
with some v!" Boston's leading medical,
educational and research facilities.
Study may lead to a master's degree,
certificate of advanced graduate study

(CAGS), or doctoral degree. Most programs are offered on a part-time as well

as full-time basis, coml.Jining classroom
Theory with practical hands-on experience. Courses meet in the lati> afternoon
and early evening, so student::, can continue to work.
Graduate programs are offered in the
following areas:

Audiology
Clinical Exercise Physiology
College Student Personnel Work
& Counseling
Consulting Teacher of Re'lding
Counseling Psycho 'llgy
Curriculum & Inst tction
Educati~nal Reseai ch
Human Development
Huma11 Resource Counseling
Huma, 1 Services Specialist
Recreation, Sport & Fitness
Management
Rehabilitation Counseling
School Counseling

1596 OFF
Weekdays
Mon-Thurs
WITH THIS COUPON
EXP. DEC. 15, 1991

School Adjustment Counseling
School Psychology
Speech-Language Pathology
Special Education
Teacher Preparation

Mon-thurs
Lunch 11-3
Dinner 4-10

55 Main St.
Sunday
l,unch Noon-3 Dover
Dinner 4-10 742-8306

Call ( 617) 437-2708, or write Graduate
School, Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser
Hall, Northeastern University, Boston,
MA 02115. Because some of life's greatest
rewards come to those who care.

~~~~
SPECIAL

MID-YEAR BREAK

BARTENDING

Boston-Bouve
College

COURSE
·

Northeastern
University

Fri & Sat
Lunch 11-3
Dinner 4-11

For information on our
one-week d_aytime course,
or our evening courses,
call or write

Tel. 659-3718
Master Bartender School
84 Main Street.

Newmarket NH 03857
An e ual o
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A Collection of Statistics

Hockey East

Team

GA

W

L

T

OF

GA

17

12

6

4

0

53

45

6

16

14

6

5

1

38

44

0

2

15

27

6

3

0

37

39

0

0

10

24

5

6

0

41

47

W

L

T

PTS. GF

2. Lowell

3

0

0

6

4. Boston College

3

2

0

6. Boston University

1

3

8. Northeastern

0

5

Northeastern, 2-1
at Boston, MA
UNH......... 0 1 0 0 - 1

NU ...........O O 1 1 - 2
Second PeriodUNH, Sue Merz (Karyn
Bye, Shawna Davidson)

7:42.
Penalties- UNH,
Wendy Tatarouns (Hit from
behind).
Third Period- NU,
Kim Haven 1:43.
Penalties- UNH,
Laura Thibodea u (Roughing); UNH, Sue Merz
(Int).
Overtime- NU,
Shelley Looney (Haven)
4:31. ·
Saves- UNH,
Laura Stiles 6-12-10-5 33;
NU, Kim Fiott 7-12-19-2

40.

Name

UNH, 56-48
at Durham
UNH(l-3 ) ...... 29 27 - 56
Dartmouth ..... 26 22 - 48
DARTMO UTHLombard 6-8 5-6 17,
Frame 2-6 8-10 12, Halligan 2-9
2-4 6, Gayer 1-5 1-3 3, Talbert
1-1 1-4 3, Rosenberg 1-2 0-0 2,
Crotty 1-1 0-0 2, Kowaleski 1-7
1-2 2. Totals 15-39 18-28 48.

UNHPowell5-11 3-5 15,
Caldwell 4-7 2-4 10, Manor 2-9
3-4 8, Ben 3-4 2-3 8,
MacDonald 1-4 3-5 5, Carr 1-5
1-2 3, Davis 0-12-42, Williams
1-10-01, Neimeier 1-10-02,
Crosby 0-4 1-1 1, Cummins 0-2
0-0 0. Totals 18-49 17-28 56.
Halftime- UNH 29,
Dartmouth 26. 3-point goalsDartmouth 0-15, UNH 5-19.
Fouled out- Ben. ReboundsDartmouth 23 (Frame 6), UNH
43 (Caldwell 8) .. AssistsDartmouth 10 (Halligan 3,
Kowalski 3), UNH 9 (Powell 4).
Total fouls - Dartmouth 21,

Powell
Manor
Ben
Caldwell
O'Connell
Neimeier
Carr
McDonald
Cummins
Davis
Crosby
Montanari
Lang
Williams
O'Connor
Lewis
Totals

Rushing

Att.

Yards Avg

Bourassa
Cripps
Gallagher

253
51
36
24
364

1185
203
226
120
1734

4.3
4.8
2.8

5
1
2.5
2.3
2.8
2
1.5
3.3
1
2.3
.8
0
1.3
39

.455
.333
.571
.370
1.00
.583
.321
.211
.445
.111
.250
.SOQ
.333
.154
.000
.000
.368

3.3
1.3
0
.8
0
.3
.5
1
1.3
.5
1
0
0
0
1
.3
10

.850
.700
.800
.571
.500
.667
.500
.600
1.00
.615
1.00
.000
.250
.500
.500
.500
.710

Per Game TD

4.7
4.0
6.3
5.0
4.3

98.8
20.3

18.8
10.0
168.0

15
1
1
1
18

For the first time, the
NAC has established a ScholarAthlete Award for each of the 20
intercollegiate sports it offers
championship competition.
Each school will nominate one
scholar-athlete per sport, and
then the NAC office will select a
scholar-athlete for the conference. Each nominee must have a

1. Maine (6-1-0) (12)

2. Michigan (8-1-2) (8)
3. Clarkson (6-1-0) (3)
4. Lake Superior St. (8-2-0)
5. UNH(8-0-0) (2)
6. Minnesota (8-4-0)
7. North Michigan (7-3-2)
8. Michigan St. (5-2-2)
9. Boston Univ. (5-3-0)
10. St Lawrence (5-2-0)

minimum 3.2 cumulative grade

There was no updated poll this

point average and be a starter or
important reserve who has
participated throughout the
entire season.

week

Long

Passing

97
18
53
22
97

Griffin
Green
Perry

Yards

Avg.

Long

16
56

541
1944

33.8
34.7

43
54

McGrath

Yards

57
22

604
639

Field Goals

Made

Hjelte

7

UNH Scoring leaders
Go.

Name

Amodeo 13
Flanagan 11
Mitrovic 6
10
Morrow
2
Klym
5
Stewart
Messina 0
McGrath 1
Thomson 1
Donovan 3
2
Flinton
0
Russell
0
Dexter
1
Blow
0
Malone
0
Jensen
0
Cooper
Chebator 0
0
McGinn
0
Poole
0
Abel
0
Levy

Long Sacks

2534
296

23
3

86
43

52
41
39
35
16
183

Yards
918
489
755
401
233
2796

Defense Top Three Tacklers
114
89
75

TD
9
5
7
2
3
26

Pts.

7
5
1
1

25
24
22
18
9
7
7
6
2
4

2

4

3
3

3
3
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
2

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

UNH Men's Hockey
against UMaine on Friday Dec. 6,
can be seen on channel 6 WCSH,
in Portland. The NBC affiliate is
carried on local cable here in
Durham, on cable channel 36.

TD

352-183-18
39-18-4

A
12
13
16
8

ockey e 1a
Cover age

Att.-Comp.-Int. Yards

Pass Receiving No.

No.

No.

34.5
22.8
14.5
18
5
15.3
15.3
16.3
14
12.3
18
3
11.7
5.5
9
7

Hocke y Poll

NAC Notes

Bourassa
Gamble
Gallagher
Chmura
TOTALS

Bryan
Bourassa
Gordon
Kutz

25.5
7
7
6
5
5
4.8
3.3
2.8
2.5
2.3
2
1.7
1.3
1
.3
70.3

Assts FG% FT% Min

Final UNH Statistics

Football

Punting

Pts.

Rebs

I

UNH 23. A-887

McClinton
TOTALS
Punt/Kick Returns

Men

UNH scoring leaders

Men

Women

Hocke y

Baske tball

Baske tball

H~ckey

Overall

~EAST

Long
86
58
70
44
38
86

9
1
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Sabb, Bourassa
All-Americans
By Chris York
TNH Staff

Conference All-Star.
of ECAC and Yankee Conference
Sabb finished his final season All-Stars at defensive end.
UNHgridmenBarry Bourassa with UNH as the teams third leadOther New Hampshire playand Dwayne Sabb were selected ingtacklerwith66tackles.Sabbled ers recognized for their perforto the 1991 KodakAII-American this year's squad with 10.5 QB mancethisyearwerereceiverJohn
Team in Division I-AA. The two sacks and 5.5 other tackles for Perry, offensive tackle Chris PorWildcats were two of 72 players losses.
ter, offensive guard Mark
selected to the team, featuring
In his final game in a Wildcat Schneible, and defensive tackle
players from Div. I-AA.
uniform, Sabb had nine tackles, Geoff Aleva, all Yankee ConferBourassa wound out this sea- four for losses totalling 12 yards, ence All-Stars.
son with 253 carries for 1,185 yards two pass breakups, and a sack.
Receiving honorable mention
and 15 touchdowns. He also caught
Sabb also made the first team to the conference All-Star team
41 passes f o r . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , w e r e
489yardsand
cornerback
five touchNate Bryan,
downs.
defensive end
T h e
Dwayne Gortailback was
don, defensive
also selected
back Greg
as the ECAC
Lewis, and dePlayer of the
fensive tackle
Year, along
DougRuggles.
with Holy
Porter
Cross quarand midd le Dwayne Sabb is eager to play in East West Shrine game and Blueterback Tom
Gray game (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff photo).
Ciaccio. He
also made
first team
ECAC AllStar and first
team Yankee
Dwayne Sabb and Barry Bourassa are first two All-Americ~ns from · · ~
UNH since ohn Driscoll was named to the team in 1987.
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NEED A PLACE
TO LIVE?

u

·

·RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

••

S27'.,0 CC)

~

Look no further:
There's a place for you
right here on campus

Apply NOW for SeIDester 2
ON-CAMPUS HOUSING at the
DepartIDent of Housing at
Pettee House
(862-2120)

YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.
BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Arm y ROTC o:fer~ quali!1c ct students
with good grd.::i, ·s schr.'.,,r,lup.: th;i r r'"'.'
luttlo n and m os' ,· .J.1c ' !Hl fees;,:, ,
p r ovide an allow ance 1,,? tcY.th( ,_1 ks
and :mppli~~

You'll dis.:J re, c,1 v(' np l '. a $ 100J
grant c acl: sc hool v,1;,,: ' he sc hola1 siup
1s rn ~!feet. Fmci out\ ,aay if you quahfy

ARM\ ROTC

Spaces available at The
Gables apartments,
Woodside apartments, and
the Residence Halls.

THI SMARTIS1 COLLIGI
COURSE YOU C.I\N TAKI.

Freshmen And Sophomores
Contact Captain Tom Vandal at
862-1078
or stop by Zais Hall

sra~~ _______________
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were up five or so and went about
three or four possessions without
scoring and they didn't score either
so those are opportunities you look
atandsay 'Hey,ifwehitacoupleof
shots we'd be up by 10 or 12
points."'
Neither team took control
early in the game. The 'Cats would
come down and score and the Big
Green would come down and match
them. It wasn't until near the end of
the first half that the 'Cats found
themselves up by six after senior
Jeff Carr tipped in a rebound. The
Big Green would cut that lead in
half before retiring to the locker
room at the intermission.
In the second half, the
'Cats found the foes creeping back
into the game. Dartmouth held their
biggest lead of the game (five points)
with just over six minutes left in the
contest. The crowd started to mur-

zone. I think switching to a zone
at that point kind of threw th_em off
a little bit and that enabled us to
keep them from scoring and we
got our offense going a little bit
down the other end."
Before the switch, the
'Cats found themselves down 4136. After the switch, the 'Cats
went on a 20-7 run that sealed the
game for them. This is one game
that, due to shrewd coaching and
the will of the players, gave the
home team a victory. But this was
more than just their first win. This
was a real confidence booster for
the Wildcats.
"This is a load off of our
back and it's another home vietory," said Boylan. "It's a confidence builder and the guys were
all excited on the bench. Even the
guys that didn't play were happy
that we won. They were genuinely
excited about winning as opposed
to their own personal minutes and
points and things like that."
The Wildcats were led
by freshman guard Jose Powell
for the fourth time in four games,
as he threw in 15 points and
grabbed five boards. Another
freshman, Mosadi Caldwell, had
10 points and eight rebounds,
while Pat Manor and James Ben
had eight points each.
Dartmouth was directed
six minutes to go we switched to a
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by Michael Lombard who had 17
while Gregg Frame pumped in 12.
The 'Catshaveafewdays
off to savor their first victory before
they go on the road again to face
the highly touted UMass Minutemen in Amherst, Mass. on Dec. 10.

W.Hockey,
from
page 28
standing game."
With 29 seconds left in the extra session, Northeastern put the
game away while the Wildcats tried
to rejuvenate their tired line.Shelley
Looney beat Stiles from close range
in the middle of the line change,
giving the Huskies the 2-1 victory
and adding a new chapter ·to the
long and heated rivalry between the
Huskies and 'Cats.
"I think we played our best
game of the season," Coyne said.
"But I think we need to shoot more
and get more rebounds."
UNH next takes the ice when
they visit Rochester Institute of
Technology on Saturday and Cornell
on Sunday.

UNH BUDGET FORUM

I
I•

TUESDAY, DECEM BER 10, 1991
12:30 - 2:00 p.m.
JOHNSON THEAT ER.
.

President Dale Nitzschke
and
Vice President for Finance and Administra tion Fred
Schnur will discuss the impact of the FY 92 budget
recession on UNH as well as provide ~n explanatio n of
the budgeting process and fund accounting .
Questions ,viii follow.
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HOCKEY,
from page 28

UNHatMAINE
Fri.-Sat., December 6-7, at Alfond Arena
University of Maine: The Black Bears are the number one ranked team
in the nation. With a record of 9-1 overall and 3-1 in Hockey East,
UMaine is the heavy favorite to take the NCAA title. UMaine has beaten
the 'Cats in the last seven meetings between the two squads.

Special teams: The Black Bears have excelled so far this season on .
special teams. They are second in Hockey East on the power play (12
·
of 30) and first in the league in penalty killing (23 of 26).

Snow at Alfond: Two foes UNH will have to deal with this weekend are . ·
Maine goalie Garth Snow and Alfond Arena. Snow is second in goaltending in Hockey East with a 2.48 goals-again~t-average. Alfond
Arenahas been rough on UNH. The last time the 'Cats won in the facility ·
was Feb. 3, 1985.
Experience pays off: Th~ Black Bears have posted four consecutive 3qy
. win seasons. On top of that fact UMaine has 26 returning letterman, a_>·
·
stat that goes untouched compared to most teams.
Players to watch for: UMaine has two returning Hobey Baker candi~ : :
dates in Jean-Yves Roy and Jim Montgomery. · Montgomery is leading<
Hockey East in scoring with 3 goals and 7 assists. Roy is seventh in __ ·_
league scoring with 2 goals and 6 assists. Other. forwards to watch fo(US_c_o_tt_M_o_r-ro_w_,...S~a-vo~M'!"!i-tr_o_v'!'"ic-,J"!!!'oe-"'!F~l~a-n-a-ga-n-an-d":"'J":'es-se~C~oo-p_e_r-.1-oo-.'ik
··
are Scott Pellerin, Martin Robitaille and Brian-Downey.

The voids in the line-up
will be replaced by forwards Mark
McGipn and Nick Poole, and
defen semen Erik Royal and Fred
Schmitke. Royal and Schmitke,
both freshman, will be making their
first appearances in college hockey.
Umile is confident that the inexperienced players will hold their own.
"We feel real confident that these
guys can come in and fill the void,"
said Umile.
Another disadvantage that
the 'Cats face is Alfond Arena. The
'Cats Have not won in Alfond since
Feb. 3, 1985. "It's a tough place to
play," said Umile. "It's notgoipg to
be easy up there but we have a good
attitude on this team."
If the 'Cats can at least
split the series this weekend the
team will still be ahead of Maine in
Hockey East. For Mitrovic though,
that'snotgoodenough. "Weexpect
to win two games this weekend."
Tomorrow night's game
will be televised on Channel 6 out
of Portland.

T

on from a packed penalty box (Nate Rowe/ TNH Staff Photo).

Bosto~ College . .....Wom~n's hoop routes Rams, 64-58
, ... · - Seiden scores 15 as 'Cats notch second win
overpowers men s
b as k eth.aII: t eam ·:\•·
TNHStafT
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Cats fa 11123 -/'8.
By Rob Henderson
TNH Staff
The eagle is a strong bird
that flies high in the air and silently
attacks its prey, often with no
warning. Usually the attack is fast
and painless.
This was not so for the
Wildcats on Monday night as the
team traveled to Conte Forum to
take on the Eagles of Boston College. The 'Cats had plenty of
warning that this attack was coming and unfortunately, the attack
was slow and painful, 40 minutes
ofpure agony. The Eagles attacked
the Wildcats crushing their guests
123-78.
Unlike last year when the
'Cats nearly upset the high-flying
Eagles in overtime at Lundholm
Gymnasium, this season's contest
was not even close. The Eagles
went on the attack from theopening
tip-off, going right for the jugular
of the Wildcats, seemingly paying
UNH back for last year's scare.
The Eagles set a few
school marks at the expense of the
Wildcats. First of all, the Eagles
set a Conte Forum record scoring
a whopping 123 points (sounds
likeaNBAtotal,doesn'tit?). Secondly, that total was the third high-

·.p/!

est scoring mark in Eagle history.
Andfinally, it was the first time this
season that the Eagles broke the
century mark.
Here are a few statistics
that will show you just how slow
and painful this attack on the Wildcats was. The Eagles shot more
than 64 percent from the field, as
well as from three-point range,
compared to the 'Cats 36 percent
from the field and 33 percent from
three-point territory. The 'Cats got
outrebounded on the offensive
boards by a total of 32-15. The
Eagles scored almost as many
points in the second half (71) as the
Wildcats did for the whole game
(78). Finally, the Eagles had six
players in double figures compared
to only one for UNH.
However, there was one
brightspotforthe 'Cats. Freshman
sensation Jose Powell had both
barrels loaded and was trying to
shoot the Eagles out of the sky and
stop the misery, as he lit up Conte
Forum for 32 points, the most for
either team. The second highest
Wildcat was Matt Neimeier with
nine. The high scorer for the Eagles
was Gerrod Abram with 22 points
in 22 minutes of action.

By Bryan Mitchell
Thewomen'sbasketballtcam
registered its second win of the
season by defeating the University of Rhode Island Rams 64-58

Wedn~~:i~i:r~~i:;dawellbalanced scoring attack as eight
play~rs contributed points. Center
Laura Seiden led the offensive
attack by posting a game high 15
points. The Wildcats took a 27-24
lead into halftime on the accurate
shooting arm of senior co-captain
Kendall Daly as she contributed
nine first half points.
Junior Karyn McCoy scored
eight of her 10 points on a perfect
4-for-4 from the floor to fuel the
Wildcats second half scoring effort. She also tamed the Rams
offense by pulling down four rebounds and registering two steals
in the second half.
The Wildcats will put its 2-1
record on hold as the team travels
south for the weekend. The
women's basketball team will be
playing in the Lady Flames Classic at Liberty University in
Lynchburg, Va. UNH opens tournament action Friday as it tips off
against Marshall University in a 6
p.m. game. Other tournament
UNH's Kendall Daly skies for the hoop (Ryan Mercer/ TNH Staff teams include Liberty and
Morehead State.
Photo).

Correction: TNH reported the incorrect score for the
women's basketball game against Holy Cross. The
correct_~core was Holy Cross 65 UNH 60
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Men's hoop notches
first win of season
By Rob Henderson
TNH Staff
-The Wildcats must have
still been recovering from the
thrashing they took Monday night
from the BC Eagles. But when the
'Cats strolled back onto home court
on Wednesday to challenge the Big
Green of Dartmouth, the outcome
was totally different.
The Wildcats turned up the
heat in the second half to pull off a
56-48 victory over their Ivy League
opponent. The 'Cats improved their
record to 1-3 while dropping
Dartmouth to 0-2.
It wasn't a pretty win for
the Wildcats but it was a win - a
big win - and that was something
that they needed at this point in the
season.
"It was as big a game as
you can have for us at this point. We
had to win this game tonight," said
~

BASKETBALL, see page 26

Women's hockey falls in overtime
&m1key w~r to rival Nort~e astern
.

..

head coach Jim Boylan. "I motivated them before the game to come
out and be ready and they took it
upon thems~lves. They had a team
meeting among themselves and I
don't know what they talked about,
but I think they discussed emotion,
tenacity and coming out and scrapping and fighting and doing all that."
Both teams came out
sluggish in the first half. Maybe it
was because of the winter freeze
that cancelled classes on Tuesday.
Whatever it was, neither team was
very effective at putting the ball in
the hoop, as was reflected by the
scoreboard, glowing 29-26, UNH
on top.
"I thought we had several
opportunities in the first half to really build a good lead, a sizeable
lead," said Boylan. "I think we

.
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players. Stdtt Morrow )and Jesse
·cooper are suspended for both
NH Staff
· AJJer ~oming baffto beat games for a fight that occurred duro. 4ranked Bo~ton University?- ing ·the 'Cais ·5.:4 loss to Clarkson.
·and outshooting No. 3 ranked Greg Klym will miss both games
larkson 55-19,'the me1fs hockey due to a bniis~dright knee and Jim
notbeplaying due to
McGrath
earn finally gets its shotatNo.1.
At 4: 15 .yesterday, the .an illness in. his family.
The loss of Morrow, CooCats boarded a bus for UMaine to
e ·on the No. 1 .ranked Black -· per, McGrat,h -~dKlym will be fel
ears in a two-game seriesatAlfond heaviest in the area of special teams.
ena. This may be the toughest UMaine is a powerhouse on special
eries of the season for UNH and teamsandallfour'Cats haveplayed
important roles on the power play
entally, the team is pumped.
"We've got everything to and penalty killing units.
HeadcoachDickUmil eis
ain this weekend," said captain
avo Mitrovic. "People are still not still optimistic about the weekend
iving us the credit we deserve and despite the loss of four experienced
is weekend we get a chance to go players. "I still think we can go-up
p there and show them we're for thereanddowell,"said Umile. "We
did well against them last year and
eal."
year we have a much better ·
this
Orono
to
The 'Cats travel
·· ·
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will

· ithout the services of four key

By Michael Hayward
By Nick Strangas
TNH Staff
On the ice the teams are engaged in a war. But once off the ice,
the battle is officially over.
Wednesday night, the Northeastern women's hockey team won
yet another battle in the heated rivalry between t~e Huskies and the
Wildcats when they posted a 2-1

game bemg hke a war.
"It's always a big rivalry which
makesthegameverych ippy,"added
junior forward Colleen Coyne. "But
off the ice we know each other."
Following a defensive standstill in the first period, sophomore
forward Sue Merz put the Wildcats
up 1-0 at 7:42 into the second period. ·
Davidson passed the puck to

quality shots," Davidson said. "We
had enough shots on goal, but we
needed more quality shots."
Northeastern finally answered
the wake-up call 1:43 into the third
period on Kim Haven's unassisted
goal. After a two-on-two Huskie
break, Haven picked up a loose
puck in front of the net and poked it
past senior goalie Laura Stiles tying
the game at one apiece.

HOCKEY, see page 27

Also inside:
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■ Football -and
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Women's hockey lost for the first time this year (Nate Rowe/TNH Staff Photo).
overtime win at Matthews Arena in
Boston.
"In the game there was a lot of
three-on-two (offense-defense)
back and forth between both teams,"
said senior assistant captain Shawna
Davidson. "It was a classic rivalry.
After the game, our players joked
around with Northeastern about the

junior captain Karyn Bye. Bye then
set up Merz, who ripped a screaming slapshot past Huskie goalie Kim
Flott from just inside the blue line
for her first goal of the season.
The 'Cats had plenty of opportunities to add to the lead, but the
puckjustwasn'tbounc ingtheirway.
"We needed to shoot more

UNH rifled 19 shots on Flott in
the third period but none beat the
tough goalie, sending the game into
sudden death overtime.
"Overall, it was a real good
game," said Bye. "We passed well
and Laura (Stiles) played an out

W. HOCKEY see page 26

